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The Association of Data Scientists 
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knowledge, basic and applied research 
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research outcomes in the field of data 
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The article submitted for consideration 
must consist of new concepts, theories, 
methodologies, and applications that 
are unpublished. It considers articles 
from the following key areas of data 
science and machine learning.
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Abstract— A typical automobile insurance rating plan 
contains a plethora of risk factors, ranging from driver, 
vehicle, to policy characteristics. Including the geographical 
risk characteristics into the pricing has been a challenge owing 
to its high cardinality. The traditional approach groups the 
postal codes based on the historical loss experience, which 
suffers from two major drawbacks: a) For geographies with 
low exposure, the loss cost is almost always zero b) Low 
confidence as we lose information on the latent variables. In 
this paper, we demonstrate a case study of Greece automobile 
insurance product offered by a major US based P&C provider, 
where a Geo-score was developed at a postal code level to 
improve risk segmentation in own damage cover pricing.  

The base loss cost(loss/exposure) model was built using 
Tweedie Compound Poisson regression and geospatial 
attributes are added in the model without changing the existing 
rating structure. The external attributes like socio-
demographic variables and highway/network data is sourced to 
create geographical clusters using partitioning around medoids 
(PAM). Further, various high cardinality feature reduction 
techniques were used to predict the residual loss cost. This 
paper illustrates the hybrid approach of the target-based 
encoding methods and  XGBoost to create the geo-score. 

Keywords— high cardinality variables, insurance pricing, 
GLM models, XGBoost 

I. INTRODUCTION 
 

Property-casualty insurance is a complex and dynamic 
business and the core strategic capability lies in appropriate 
risk selection/pricing. A pure premium, synonymous with 
loss-cost, is the amount an insurer would have to charge to 
cover expected losses. There are several other factors 
including the commissions, operating costs, target profit 
which are further added on top of the baseline charges 
which are out of scope in this discussion. The loss cost 
model help set the granularity in pricing either by adding 
new data sources or by using machine learning techniques. 
In other words, the base price is determined by the risk 
appetite of the product owner and the slope is decided by the 
models built [1]. In the actuarial world, commercially 
available software Emblem is a very popular tool to create 
these loss cost models and have been in practice for 
decades. Now, with the availability of machine learning 
methods to handle multi-collinearity, non-linearities, data 
sparsity etc., it has opened a new world for the data 
scientists to integrate them into the pricing models. 
However, the pricing for personal insurance is heavily 
regulated in most of the countries by applying cap on the 
rates, mandating few covers/bundles, fixing tariffs on covers 

like third party liabilities (TPL)/body injury (BI) to protect 
the consumer interests. Hence, there is a need to innovate 
way to work in those boundaries and maintain a profitable 
portfolio by pricing the risk accurately.  

The standard covers sold in Greece by this top insurer based 
out of US are own damage (OD), Personal damage (PD), BI 
and Theft [2]. The existing rating plan is based on the risk 
factors like age, gender, marital status, driving history, 
vehicle make/model and other policy characteristics. The 
Greek insurance system operates a bonus-malus system (no-
claims bonus), which rewards drivers with no prior 
accidents or claims as it reduces the premium. Apart from 
all these attributes, there was a need to distinguish between 
vehicles from different. PD cover baseline model was not 
very predictive despite the use of all these attributes, hence 
there was a need to explore new sources. The geographical 
level features based on the address given at the time of 
vehicle registration was something which was unexplored, 
and the business wanted to tap further into that to build a 
competitive advantage. Also, in Greece rate filing is not a 
mandate hence there it was easy to develop machine 
learning models and create a geo-score. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 
 

In this section we would like to present some of the studies 
done by regulators in the major markets on the importance 
of the geospatial risk factors in pricing personal auto 
insurance [3]. The NAIC notes that three variables—urban 
population, miles driven per number of highway miles, and 
disposable income per capita—are correlated with the state 
auto insurance premiums.  It also notes that high-premium 
states tend to also be highly urban, with higher wage and 
price levels, and greater traffic density. 
 
Hence it is evident that the geographical location plays and 
important role as it captures the latent risk characteristics 
and the hypothesis is listed as below:  
 

 Pin codes pertaining to denser populations, 
accident rates and claim frequency is higher. 

 In locations with a healthy economy, people are 
more likely to purchase more expensive cars and 
the cost of repair can be higher if there is a claim 
event. 

 In areas where the number of unemployed persons 
is high, there is also a high number of persons that 
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are driving without insurance, increasing the 
overall cost burden. 

 Road conditions also contribute to wear and tear 
and hence increasing the claim frequency. 

 Location can play a big role in events like staged 
car accidents, hit and run etc.  

 

Based on the above, the data collection exercise is done to 
be able to capture most of the factors we think will be 
helpful in creating a geographic risk score.  
 
The key challenge to capture the geographic risk is that with 
about ~1000 pin codes available the loss data is very sparse.  
Most of the commonly available techniques to handle high 
cardinality variables are either target-based encoding and 
CATBoost regressor which is specifically optimized to 
handle categorical variables. However, the literature is 
limited to fit a Poisson model and hence the strength of the 
transformation couldn’t be tapped here. 
 

III. DATA SOURCING 
 

Internal data is sourced from the policy and claims database 
for the last 4 years, starting 2016-2019 with the key 
attributes listed in the table in this section. The address of 
insured captures the location of the primary insurer and it is 
assumed that the primary driver is driving within the 
boundaries of the registered address. The pin codes were 
available against most of the addresses and wherever it 
wasn’t available a mapping was done based on the area and 
the closest pin code was assigned to the policy.  
 
Greece is organized into 56 areas, 72 regions, and ~1000 
postal codes. The socio-demographic data is available at an 
area level and had about 50+ features captured though many 
of them were correlated as expected. The highway/road 
network data was procured from the public domain for 
Greece in the form of shape files at a Lat Long level. It 
classified road type into residential, primary, tertiary, one 
way, service road etc. The software ArcGIS was used to 
map these shape files and classify roads at a pin code level. 
 

Table 1. Key variable details  

Internal Attributes External 

Policy 
Policy 
holder Vehicle Claims 

Geographical 
features 

Policy 
Type, 
Policy 
Tenure, 
Bundling 
Channel 

Age 
Driving ex 
Address 
Occupation 

Age, 
Engine 
size, 
Body 
type, 
Vehicle 
usage, 
Make 

Amount 
Type 
No-

claim 

Area level: 
Population, 

Age 
distribution, 
Female/Male 

ratio 
 

Roads: Type 
of road 

(Highway/ 

 

IV. GLM OVERVIEW 
 

The state-of-art pricing methods used in the actuarial world 
is done using exponential distributions which allow the 
output to be converted to a multiplicative rating table. This 
allows the flexibility to set a base rate and further increase 
or decrease premiums based on the risk as in [4].   
 
Generalized Linear Model (GLM) relates the expected value 
of the target variable (µ≡E[Y]) to a linear combination of 
predictive variables (β·X) via a “link function” g(·): 
 
g(μ) = β 0 + β1X1 + β 2 X2 + ...+ β p X p ≡ β  X    (1)  
 
In a Frequency-Severity approach, the frequency (number of 
claims per exposure) is usually assumed to follow a Poisson 
distribution, while the severity (avg. claim amount) a 
gamma distribution. Both these models are built separately 
and then combined. Modeling loss cost (c/u- claim 
amount/exposure) is a little challenging due to their 
distribution, at policy level it is most often zero and where 
they do incur a loss, the distribution of losses tends to be 
highly skewed. As such, the pdf would need to have most of 
its mass at zero, and the remaining mass skewed to the right 
which is effectively captured in Tweedie distribution.  
 
One rather interesting characteristic of the Tweedie 
distribution is that several of the other exponential family 
distributions are in fact special cases of Tweedie, dependent 
on the value of p: 
 
• A Tweedie with p = 0 is a normal distribution. 
• A Tweedie with p = 1 is a Poisson distribution. 
• A Tweedie with p = 2 is a gamma distribution. 
• A Tweedie with p = 3 is an inverse Gaussian distribution. 
 
The Tweedie parameter usually lies between p ϵ (1,2) and 
was estimated using the as 1.3 and hence Poisson was 
chosen to fit the loss cost model in this case.  
 
Compound Poisson model that is directly fit on the loss cost 
is operationally simpler to develop and maintain as it 
consists in a single scikit-learn estimator instead of a pair of 
models, each with its own set of hyperparameters. However, 
at times there is a business requirement to study the effect of 
the variable on frequency and severity separately and hence 
F-S models are more common in practice.  
 

V. MODEL DEVELOPMENT 
 
The model development phase is done in two stages, first 
the socio-demographic variables available at an area level 
are clustered to identify similar geographic locations. 
Further, the high cardinal attributes like region, pin code 
that are transformed using target encoding methods and 
tested in GLM for identifying the best fit. After the 
encoding selection, the variables were passed along with the 
cluster, zone, roadway details into the XGBoost model and 
tuned to find the best fit.  
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The following diagram illustrates the flow and the 
subsequent sections explain them in details: 
 
 

 
Diagram. 1 Modelling process 

 

A. Offset creation  
 
As discussed in the previous sections, the scope of the 
project is not to update the entire plan and rather, add a 
geographic risk element into the current pricing scheme. A 
helpful feature of the GLM framework is the “offset” option 
which is a model variable with a known or pre-specified 
coefficient. In this case all the attributes that are existing in 
the current pricing model can be captured using the offset 
and the residual can be modelled to create the geo-score. 
Recall the simple equation of GLM from (1) and now an 
offset term ξ calculated from the current model β, the 
equations change as below: 
 

ξ = eβ1
x  eβ2

x  eβ3
…. x en        (2) 

 
g(μ) = β  X + log(ξ)        (3) 

 
In a completely multiplicative rating plan, the alternative 
way to incorporate the offset is to create adjusted loss cost 
by dividing as below: 
 

LCadj  = c/(u* ξ)   (4) 
 
Hence, the final parameters for our model are: 
 

 Target variable: LCadj   
 Weight: u 
 Link function: Log 
 Distribution: Poisson  

B. Sampling  
 
As with any model development exercise, the data is first 
split randomly into 70:30 split to create a development and 
validation set. The 2019 data is kept aside to check the out 
of time validation and stability of the final variables.  
 

TABLE 2. DATASET SUMMARY 
 

  Development Validation  Out of time  
Policy #  667385 286022   270261 

Exposure# 389082  166743   164310 

 

C. Clustering at area level  
 
There are socio-demographic attributes which are captured 
at 56 levels are clustered for the following reasons:  
 

 Most of the features were correlated and may not 
value add when thrown together into the model  

 These variables are at an area level and grouping 
them and creating single score is easy to test 

Partitioning around the Medoids (PAM) is one of the most 
popular hard clustering algorithms used here to divide data 
into groups (clusters), with K number of groups. The k-
medoids algorithm requires the user to specify k, the number 
of clusters to be generated. A useful approach to determine 
the optimal number of clusters is the average silhouette 
width method [6]. Silhouette provides a visualization of how 
well each object lies within its cluster. A silhouette is 
defined as follows: 
 

s=b(i)−a(i)max{a(i),b(i)}       (5)  
 
where a(i) is the average distance to all other data points in 
the cluster and b(i) is the minimum of average distance to 
other clusters. 
 
 

 
 

Diagram 2. PAM Clustering  
 
Now, based on the dissimilarity matrix computed based on 
the Euclidean distance, 18 clusters are created. These 
clusters are assigned to the policy depending on the area it 
fell and further flags are created based on the rank order 
with the LCadj  .  
 

D. Geo variables encoding 
 
The key focus of this paper is the approach taken to handle 
the high-cardinality variables. We have explored the target- 
based encoding techniques where the pin code(or region) is 
assigned a numeric value based on the function of the target 
variable chosen.  Target (Mean) encoding tends to overfit 
due to the target leakage. There are various techniques to 
address this problem. For example, in leave-one-out encoder 
the current target value is subtracted from the target statistic. 
This reduces the target leakage. Another technique is to add 
a Gaussian noise to the encoded value. 
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TABLE. 3 ENCODING SUMMARY 
 
Variables 
encoded  

Encoding 
type  Description  

Best 
Transformation 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Pin Code  
Region 

City 

Simple 
Mean   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Post code WoE 
Region WoE 

Weight of 
Evidence 

- ln(Sum%/Count%) for 
that particular 
category of cardinal 
variable 

  

K-fold 

-Split train data into 
k folds. 

- Estimate encoding 
for the sample with 
the data that left 
using mean 
encoding  

Leave-
one-out 
(LOO) 

Similar to K-fold except 
each observation is left 
out as a validation 
sample [7] 

 
The final encoding function is selected based on the rank 
order, GINI and the lift obtained from the various iterations. 
 
Overprediction adjustment : The WoE based encoding of 
the post code is the most predictive, however it is 
overpredicting for the high-risk policies. This is due to the 
low exposure in some of the pin codes and hence the 
credibility criteria in the bucket was not met. There were 
about 300 postal codes where the no. of policies written 
were less than 10 and with a very low confidence on the loss 
cost calculated. For those policies the postal code WoE 
encoded value was replaced with the WoE encoded value of 
the region it belonged to.  
 
Postal_code_driver1_WoE=Region_code_WoE(If#policies
<10 at postal code level)                                          (6)  
 
This hybrid postal code variable brings the  smoothening 
effect for those small pockets and improved the rank order 
in the last bucket.  
 

E.  XGBoost Model  
 

GLM model with transformed variables was improving the 
predictability but at the cost of overfitting in last three 
buckets which was happening on the account of low 
exposure postal codes with minimum loss history. XGBoost 
[8] helped overcome the high variance with boosting and 
cross validated tuning and fixed the overfitting for high loss 
buckets. 
 
The optimal tuning parameters are those that minimize the 
cross-validation error, which is obtained by averaging the 
error on the validation sets. 
 
 
 

Table. 4 Tuning parameters (Poisson nloglik) 
 

ETA 
Max 
Depth 

Min 
child 
weight  Obj. 

Colsamp 
By tree 

Sub 
sample nrounds 

0.3 2 1 Poisson 0.6 0.5 72 
 
The SHAP plot shows the variable importance. As expected, 
we see that the postal code with WoE is the most significant 
variable and the flags created from the clusters are also 
helping in improving the rank order .   
 

 
 

Fig. 1 SHAP Plot with variable importance 
 

VI. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS  
 

In this section we discuss the results obtained from the 
modelling exercise and how it is integrated to the final 
rating plan to then study the business impact from the 
additional of the geo-score.  
 

A. Final Model Selection  
 
First the geo-score was computed by aggregating the policy 
level scores at a postal code level. The final loss cost is 
further calculated as below: 
 

Geo-Score (Postal code) = µ (Predicted Adj. LC)  (7) 
 

Final Loss cost (Pure Premium) = Geo-Score*Offset (8) 
 

The most important criteria to select the best model for any 
pricing model are : 
 

 Predictive accuracy : Difference between the actual 
and the predicted in each decile 

 Monotonicity : The actual pure premium should 
consistently increase across decile 

 Lift : Vertical distance between the actual loss cost 
of the first and the last decile that indicates how 
well the model distinguishes between the best and 
the worst risks  

 Stability : The performance on the out of time data 
as well as the importance of the same attributes 
obtained in the train dataset 
 



 

Fig. 2 Model Performance metrics  

 

 
Fig. 3 Baseline model performance 

 

 

 
Fig. 3 Model performance with geo score 

 

As observed in the chart above, the lift and the GINI 
improves due to the addition of the geo attributes. There is 
slight overprediction in the last decile which can be 
attributed to heavy vehicles and large losses. They are 
typically capped and modelled separately as a part of large 
loss modelling, but not done here as the frequency of such 
losses is very limited.  

 

 

VII. BUSINESS IMPACT   
 

A. Implementation   
 
At the end of the modelling exercise, for the consumption 
by the pricing team, the pure premium is converted to a base 
price and multiplicative rating factor after adjusting to the 
latest year claim frequency (also known as trending). The 
geo-scores at a postal code level translate as below: 
 

 
 

Diag. 3 Geo-score for Greece 
 

 

B. Impact  
 
In order to determine the final business impact, the entire 
portfolio including the current policies is scored with the 
new model that includes the geo-score. While single lift 
chart decides the economic value of a model, a double-lift 
chart is also a common practice in the pricing to directly 
compare the results of two models. Double lift charts are 
like simple decile plots, but rather than sorting based on the 
predicted loss cost of each model, the sorting is done based 
on the ratio of the two models predicted loss costs. The x-
axis denotes the decile # and the y-axis compares the 
predicted loss cost from both the models with the actual.  
 

 

 
 

Fig. 4 Business Impact 
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Above chart is able directionally gives an idea where the 
premiums need to be adjusted. To find out the exact 
population that gets impacted in terms of the 
increase/decrease in the premium to be charged a swap-sets 
analysis is performed. 

 
 

VIII. CONCLUSION 
 
From the various approaches taken to handle the high 
cardinal variables, we see that ML based techniques show a 
significant improvement. At times we need to follow a 
hybrid approach by integrating output from the statistical 
models (clustering, GLM in this case) for a more efficient 
feature engineering. While XGBoost results are satisfactory, 
there is still room for improvement and the following can be 
explored further 
 

 Bayesian approaches to encode the variable   
 CATBoost for Poisson  
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Abstract—Cost per click is a common metric to judge digital
advertising campaign performance. In this paper we discuss an
approach that generates a feature targeting recommendation to
optimise cost per click. We also discuss a technique to assign
bid prices to features without compromising on the number of
features recommended.

Our approach utilises impression and click stream data sets
corresponding to real time auctions that we have won. The data
contains information about device type, website, RTB Exchange
ID. We leverage data across all campaigns that we have access
to while ensuring that recommendations are sensitive to both
individual campaign level features and globally well performing
features as well. We model Bid recommendation around the
hypothesis that a click is a Bernoulli trial and click stream
follows Binomial distribution which is then updated based on
live performance ensuring week over week improvement.

This approach has been live tested over 10 weeks across 5
campaigns. We see Cost per click gains of 16-60% and click
through rate improvement of 42-137%. At the same time, the
campaign delivery was competitive.

I. INTRODUCTION

For anyone accessing the internet, Digital marketing is not a
new term as you are targeted with advertisements on multiple
platforms where businesses try to reach the right audience
interested in buying different products and services. Digital
marketing is an umbrella where all marketing channels like
TV, Desktop and mobile are used to reach out to a particular
audience. Digital marketing industry size in 2019 was around
$300-310 billions and is expected to grow in 2021 at 15-
20%. Digital marketing houses run primarily by agencies do
look for proven data science and machine learning methods
to strike the right balance between relevancy and growth.
Online advertising is driven by the demand side and supply
side of the business primarily governed by real time bidding
exchange where real time auction takes place. Demand side
is dominated by agencies and clients who are looking for an
audience interested in their products and service. Publishers
and sellers on the other hand dominate the Supply Side. Supply
side parties have a placeholder for advertisements to be shown
on their websites and mobile apps where traffic of relevant
audience arrives and are thus redirected to websites of clients
ending up purchasing their products and services.

Advertising on display and videos have been in the industry
for long and people do look for ways to innovate it. Although
the industry is led by solution owners or programmatic traders
with their own assumptive intuition, Data Science practices
have opened doors for people to dig deep and dive in further to

bring the best value out of any click or conversion happening.
With the algorithmic approach, it has gone wide to help the
media industry quickly. Targeting the right audience for an
advertisement does involve looking at a lot of factors and
that can be solved using a model based approach. One of
the most common business KPI that marketers look for when
they want to call a managed campaign successful is CTR -
click through rate. Click Through Rate is a KPI which looks
at ratio of users who click the advertisement with respect to
people shown an advertisement. In marketing campaigns, you
would observe a click through rate of 0.03% while through
our methods, we tend to increase the performance of the
campaigns by 1.5X to 2X making sure the other media related
constraints are satisfied. Technically a good click through rate
depends on various factors including the platform. A good
CTR for adword’s search page could be different from those
of Facebook’s and would be largely different from media
campaigns. It also normally varies from one vertical to another,
the place an advertisement is placed, size of the advertisement
creative and also the location where an advertisement is
targeted.

With this paper, we are looking at data driven techniques
to optimise click through rate. While looking at multi-level
features selected for better clicks based on initial exploration
serves as an initial component, other important aspects that
we cover in this paper is the pipeline that allows us to scale
our solution to over a Billion rows.

Another form of scale relevant to this paper is scale of
impressions. Getting enough scale for any active campaign
and at the same time making sure the cost spent on getting
those clicks while keeping the cost minimal is the problem we
are trying to solve in this paper.

II. DATA AND EXPERIMENTAL CONTEXT

A. Experimental Context

Before we proceed with the discussion of our approach, the
experimental context and use-case of the final result needs
to be addressed to better explain the practical restrictions
governing use of results obtained via the approach outlined
in this paper.

Many publications discuss approaches that can be utilised
for modelling Click Through Rate. Typical approach is mod-
elling for P (x = 1) using a classification model. Neural Net-
works, SVMs, Decisions Trees, Random Forests, and various
boosted tree approaches have been show to work for this task.
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However, our setting and requirement are different form these
existing solutions. Typical approaches usually are not very
sensitive to the tail end of input features. In practice, we have
seen that for our campaigns the highest performing features
typically form the tail end of the distribution. It is well known
that optimising a model for tail end values is an uphill task.
Hence, we need an approach that optimises reasonably well
for such features.

Our goal here is to recommend a feature combination along
with a reasonable bid value so that the aggregate cost per click
is improved. Feature combination is a set of contextual features
that define where an impression can be delivered. For example
the following table shows a few valid feature combinations:

TABLE I
EXAMPLE FEATURE COMBINATIONS

Site Domain Device Type Size Fold
analyticsindiamag.com Mobile 300x50 1
yahoo.com Desktop 300x250 0

Along with such feature combinations (sometimes referred
to as context), we need to send bid prices that we are willing to
pay for an impression served at each such context. We however
have no way of specifying the exact number of impressions
that we wish to win for a particular feature combination.
That control is not available. Thus bid prices are the only
other parameter that we can control. Various methods exist
that allow modelling of number of impressions vs a bid
price. However, all of them require auction level left censored
data that is not available to us [1]. Therefore, the approach
discussed in this paper focuses on assigning maximum bid
price which is also the price at which the expected CPC is
equal to or lower than our target.

Digital advertising campaigns are very dynamic leading
to varying week over week performance of same feature
sets. Any approach that is chosen for the task should allow
for constant feedback and iterative improvement. In case of
ill-performing feature set, the approach should be quick in
updating its recommendation.

At the same time the approach had to be compliant to
GDPR, a European law outlining privacy honouring require-
ments of data collection and processing. Therefore, our ap-
proach does not use user level identifiers and operates at
aggregated feature level.

Our chosen approach fulfils all these requirements.

B. Data

We use impression stream and click stream at the organisa-
tion level as the input to our process. An impression stream
data consists of all impressions that we were able to serve at
the account level. Similarly, click stream data consists of every
click that happened as a result of an advertisement shown by
us.

Along with the information of an impression event or a
click event, these streams provide us information about the
context of the ad impression. Typical row from this data

set contains information about the site domain where the ad
impression took place, time stamp of ad impression, device
type, geographical information like Zip code, Internet service
provider etc. The complete data dictionary contains well over
30 columns of which 7 columns that contain information about
price and targeting are of interest to us.

Three types of columns are present in our data set which
convey

1) Context of ad slot
2) Cost of ad slot
3) Non Context information
Context information indicates where the ad impression was

shown and can be directly used for targeting. This includes
the following columns:

• Timestamp: Time stamp of click or impression
• Height: Height of the image required by the ad slot
• Width: Width of the image required by the ad slot
• Device Type: Type of device Desktop, Mobile, or Tablet

that this ad impression was shown
• Operating System: Operating system of device
• Browser: Browser type and version where this ad im-

pression was shown
• Fold Position: Above fold or below fold. Indicates if the

advertisement is visible on page load or after scrolling
down the page

• Geo Country: Country where this ad impression was
shown

• Geo Region: DMA [2]
• Seller Member ID: Seller via whom the inventory is

made available
• Tag ID: Unique ID of ad location on a website
• Publisher ID: Unique ID of website owner
• Site Domain: Mobile Application or Website
Non Context information includes following columns
• Insertion Order ID: Advertising campaign identifier
• Advertiser ID: ID of Advertiser a particular impression

or click belongs to
• Is Click: 0 if not click, 1 if click
Cost information contains following columns:
• Media Cost: Cost of the impression in USD
• Data Cost: Per impression cost of third party data used
Due to the targeting restrictions of our upstream provider,

we combine Height and Weight and create Size. Similarly,
Geo country and Geo Region are combined to form Geo
targeting column. Actual realised cost of an ad impression
is MediaCost + DataCost. We use the aggregated amount
for further analysis and modelling.

From the click and impression stream, we prepare two data
sets campaign level, and network level with minor differences.
Campaign level data contains all the columns mentioned above
that we filter from the larger data set. Network level data
however is not processed at campaign level. For this data set,
we remove the following columns:

• Insertion Order ID
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• Advertiser ID
The final data set contains approximately 1 Billion rows

spanning a duration of 7 days. We will discuss more about
the usage of these different data sets in section IV.

III. MODELLING

An ad-impression can lead to two states that are relevant to
this discussion. It can either lead to a click or not lead to a
click. We can thus say that a Click is a binary random variable
where the value 0 represents a non-click event and 1 represents
a click event. We are treating clicks, and impressions as
independent events.

This allows us to model a click stream as a Bernoulli Trial
[3], [4]

A. Bernoulli Trial

• Let probability of a click be pc
• Then, Probability of no-click pn = 1− pc
• pc + pn = 1

Since we treat each impression as a Bernoulli Trial, it
follows that a series of such trials be modelled as a Binomial
experiment where probability of getting n clicks can be
expressed as:

Pr(X = n) =

(
i

n

)
pc

n(1− pc)
i−n (1)

From data, we can calculate the ratio of clicks vs total
impressions. However, consider a coin toss experiment. If
we observe coin toss leading to 2 heads and 0 tails in two
independent trails, does it follow that the coin only lands on
Heads?

This question leads us to the Beta Distribution.

B. Beta Distribution

Beta distribution is the conjugate prior for Binomial and
Bernoulli Distributions. Accordingly, we can write

f(pc|n, ni, ii, i) ∝ pc
n+ni−1(1− pc)

(i−n)+(ii−ni)−1 (2)

where
• subscript i indicates imaginary trials
The expectation of (2) will give us the expected probability

of click Pc from click vs non click data.
For this we leverage Bayesian inference [5] over Beta

Distribution as mentioned in equation (3)

p(x = 1|Data) =
m+ a

m+ a+ l + b
(3)

where
• p(x = 1) is the probability of Success
• m is prior clicks
• a is real clicks
• l is prior non clicks
• b is real non clicks
This affords us a very simple and explainable approach that

we can use to calculate expected click through rate or Pc from
the data.

Per the Bayesian approach, we can use the same equation
with updated data of a and b to update our belief. This way,
we can calculate the posterior probability of clicks by simply
adding new data to our data-set without modifying any other
part of the system.

C. Final Approach

Our final approach uses equation (3) to calculate expected
Cost as well as expected Click through Rate. Along with this
we use a heuristic measures to prevent under delivery and high
cost.

We utilise data from Network level feed as well as campaign
level feed as discussed in section II-B. The reasons for this
are twofold:

• Prevent under delivery by using feature combinations
with wider reach extracted from network level data

• Bootstrap performance of campaign from known high
performing features from network level data.

We first calculate network wide average impressions, and
average number of clicks for all feature combinations. This
forms the prior part of equation (3). For all feature combina-
tions, we calculate adjusted click through rate by adding the
prior to their actual performance.

We repeat this step for cost column to give us a prior cost.
Both these steps allow us to handle feature combinations with
few data points well.

The same steps are repeated for campaign level data where
the prior is again calculated at campaign level. Adjusted Cost
and CTR are then calculated for all campaign level features.

We then proceed with bid calculation targeting a specified
CPC per the logic below.

CTR =
Click

Impressions
(4)

CPC =
Cost

Click
(5)

adjusted_ctr =
prior_click + click

prior_imp+ imp
(6)

adjusted_cost = prior_cpm ∗ prior_imp

+

feature_cpm ∗ feature_imp

(7)

adjusted_imp = prior_imp+ feature_imp (8)

adjusted_cpm =
adjusted_cost
adjusted_imp

∗ 1000 (9)

CPM = CPC ∗ CTR ∗ 1000 (10)

Substituting CPC in equation (10) with a known target, we
can calculate the max affordable CPM . By substituting CTR
with adjusted_ctr in equation (10) we can calculate the high-
est bid price we can recommend given the expected CTR. In
this step we introduce a parameter optimization_fraction.
Since the goal of this approach is to optimise CPC, we
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multiply this variable with the obtained CPM before rec-
ommending it to the users. This enables us to always push
recommendations that would perform better than the rest
of the campaign in terms of CPC. Very aggressive value
of optimization_fraction leads to severe under delivery.
Hence, it is advisable to test a few variations or modify this
value automatically in a feedback loop.

IV. IMPLEMENTATION OVERVIEW

Any task in Digital Advertising industry has to handle at
least a few terabytes of data. The approach in this paper is
no different and needs to scale to ~24TB of raw input data.
PySpark or in our case Databricks is the go to platform.

Figure 1 outlines the overall design of pipeline that we are
currently using to generate recommendations. It is divided into
3 parts

• Request creation
• Aggregation and Generation of recommendation
• Activation

Jarvis is an internal tool that takes care of receiving requests
for recommendation which is then processed in batch mode
once or twice per week.

The bulk of processing happens on Databricks. The first
step is to load the raw feeds from S3. For the purpose of
these experiments, we loaded 7 days of impression and click
stream feeds. Following are the steps that are performed on
network level data:

• Filter for relevant Geographical region.
• Group by data with relevant fields
• Remove outliers outside 2 standard deviation
• Calculate average impression & click for use as prior
• Add prior to all feature combinations generated
• Sort by adjusted CTR
• Filter the feed for top 100K impressions with the highest

adjusted CTR
• These features are common for all campaigns however

bid values are different across each campaign

We perform similar step on campaign data. Prior impres-
sions and clicks are calculated at per campaign level. Another
difference is that we do not filter campaign data for top 100K
impressions. All impressions and feature combinations are
used albeit at lower bids. Once both feeds are individually
processed, we proceed with a merger of recommendations
from both these sources based on the requested scale of rec-
ommendation. Typically, 30% of scale is served from network
level features.

Next step is to calculate the bid values using methods
discussed in section III. Subsequent steps involve packaging
these results into required format and uploading them to our
upstream service provider.

We repeat this process twice every week to ensure that bad
performing features are kept in check.

A. Effectiveness of Feedback loop

Our hypothesis is that every feature that is not optimally
performing will eventually face reduced bids till it starts
performing better.

Let’s assume a feature combination T that has only deliv-
ered 100 impressions so far and has received exactly 1 click.
At this point there isn’t enough information about T to allow
us to make an informed decision. Therefore, we add the prior
values calculated from campaign data.

For the sake of argument let’s assume that the prior values
are at 1 click and 1000 impression. After adding this to the
data of T , the effective CTR now becomes
adj_ctr = 1+1

100+1000 = 0.18%
This adjusted CTR value is very high and consequently T

receives a very high bid value.
In the next iteration of the pipeline, there are 3 possible

cases
1) T is performing really well
2) T is delivering a lot of impressions and thus costing us

a lot without getting us a lot of clicks
3) T is not able to deliver at all. The delivery is stuck at

100 impressions.
Case 3 is trivial. The algorithm will arrive as bids same as

the last time, and we will not see a lot of delivery again in the
next week. This is OK as long as other features are delivering
sufficient inventory.

Case 1 is also trivial. The algorithm will recalculate the
adjusted CTR and increase the bids as applicable.

Case 2 is where we need to ensure that bad performing
features stop delivering or deliver at a lower cost per thou-
sand impressions thereby increasing the effective CPC. Let’s
assume that the total impressions delivered by T in this case
is 10,000 without any new clicks.

By calculating the adjusted ctr, we get
adj_ctr = 1

11000 = 0.009%
This time around, the algorithm will reduce the bid value

allocated to feature combination T as governed by equation
(10). Since adjusted CTR is in the numerator of this equation,
the effective bids allocated to T will be very low as required
by the equally bad performance.

Hence, if a high bid value is assigned to a bad performing
feature yet unknown to us, it is benign if it falls under case
3. If it falls under Case 2, we can be sure that the bids will
be reduced in response. This dynamic nature of our approach
make it responsive to bad performing features and ensures that
campaign budget is not wasted.

V. TESTS AND RESULTS

We tested our approach on 5 live campaigns in the US Re-
gion across different verticals and campaign configuration for
a duration starting from Late September to Early December.
Within each of these campaigns, a new strategy (Line Item)
was created and associated with our recommendations. Other
strategies that were already delivering on these campaigns in-
cluded ones optimising for Impressions, CPC, Viewability. No
change was made to other line items of these test campaigns.
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Fig. 1. High level pipeline architecture

TABLE II
DELIVERY COMPARISON OF EXISTING LINES VS NEW RECOMMENDED LINE

Impressions Daily Budget Delivery % Campaign Impressions LI Budget Daily Delivery %
C C C � Type � R R R

4626434 16170000 28.61% A 817478 2560000 31.93%
6537127 13914000 46.98% B 1124843 960000 117.17%
8077947 57446000 14.06% C 1201979 2860000 42.03%
3161197 6910000 45.75% D 170969 9600000 17.81%
2965780 N/A N/A E 104277 N/A N/A

TABLE III
KPI COMPARISON OF EXISTING LINES VS NEW RECOMMENDED LINE

Clicks Media Cost CPC CPM CTR Campaign Clicks Media Cost CPC CPM CTR
C C C C C � Type � R R R R R

3900 8080 2.07 1.75 0.08% A 1538 1693.233 1.1 2.07 0.19%
3616 12486 3.45 1.91 0.06% B 1019 1378.6872 1.35 1.23 0.09%
5823 11472 1.42 1.97 0.07% C 1204 1435.88 1.19 1.19 0.10%
1882 6610 3.51 2.09 0.06% D 336 321 0.96 1.88 0.20%
5594 6626 1.42 1.97 0.07% E 472 258 0.56 2.48 0.45%

Tables II and III compare the result of existing strategies
indicated by C against type with recommended strategies
indicated by R against type. Campaign A to C had a greater
geographical coverage. Campaign D was configured to deliver
on a very restricted geographical area akin to a district.
Campaign E was a geo-fence campaign using 3rd party data.

In table II, the Impressions column indicates the total
number of advertisements show during the test period for a
campaign. The daily budget column contains the sum of in-
dividual targets of each strategy. Typically, stakeholders over-
allocate strategies to ensure campaign delivery. Therefore, we
see the Delivery% column containing numbers much below
50%. In practice, the Delivery% of our recommendations
should be comparable to corresponding existing strategies.

On the delivery front, we see that Campaigns A to C have
a much higher delivery percentage for our recommendations.
This percentage when higher indicates that we are able to de-
liver more than our fair share of the impressions. In campaign
D our recommendation as only able to reach 17.81% delivery
whereas existing strategies delivered 45.75%. We attribute this
to the strict geographic requirement of the campaign.

On the KPI front in table III we see that campaigns that
were able to fulfil delivery requirements also have 42.8% to
137.5% better Click through Rate(CTR) and at the same time
have 16.19% to 60.86% better Cost Per Click(CPC).

CPM across all well delivering campaigns is lower except
for campaign A where it is 18.28% higher than the corre-
sponding strategies. However, this is more than made up by
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the much better CTR allowing the line to achieve a lower CPC
with respect to control lines.

Campaigns D and E under delivered and the corresponding
delivery is much lower than required. However, even in such
cases our approach resulted in much lower CPC and much
higher CTR. Campaign D realised 233% improvement in CTR
corresponding to 72% reduction in CPC. Campaign E realised
641% improvement in CTR corresponding to 60% reduction
in CPC.

Thus far, our approach has been able to meet the primary
goal of improving Cost per Click for each of the campaigns.
After monitoring the week over week performance of these
campaigns for the test duration, we can say that the approach
is able to react quickly to performance changes, thus satisfying
our requirement of responsiveness.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper we have discussed the effectiveness of mod-
elling a Click event as a Bernoulli Trial. In digital advertising,

many events like Converts, Views, Video completion are
suitable candidates for application of this approach. We have
seen certain edge cases like restrictive geographical targeting
that have resulted in low impression delivery. We would like
to explore variations to this approach that will enable us
to guarantee delivery for such campaigns. A reinforcement
learning approach to modify the parameters of our approach
will reduce the manual intervention required in cases of
extreme delivery.
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Abstract:

Computer Aided Diagnosis (CAD) is progressively
becoming a reliable tool in enhancing the productivity and
accuracy of a radiologist in detecting abnormalities on chest
radiographs. Detection of airspace disease such as pneumonia
can be facilitated with the help of image processing and deep
learning algorithms. In this study we aim to develop and
evaluate the performance of a deep learning model to detect
pneumonia on chest radiographs.We have used RetinaNet [1]
with Resnet-101 [2] as backbone architecture and trained on
chest radiographs with pneumonia findings. The trained model
was validated on open source datasets from US National
Institutes of Health (NIH) [3], The Society of Thoracic
Radiology (STR) [4] and private data repositories [5]. For the
purpose of validation, bounding boxes enclosing the ground
truth were used as the inference standard. The deep learning
model correctly predicted pneumonia on chest radiographs
with an accuracy of 96.33%, sensitivity of 97.51%, specificity of
95.55% and Area Under Receiver Operating characteristic
Curve (AUROC) of 97%.

Keywords:

Pneumonia, Computer Aided Diagnosis (CAD) systems,
Image Processing, Deep Learning Algorithms, Chest Radiographs,
CheXNet[11], DenseNet-121, RetinaNet [1], Resnet-101 backbone
architecture [2], US National Institutes of Health (NIH), The
Society of Thoracic Radiology (STR).

I. INTRODUCTION

Pneumonia is a form of acute respiratory infection that
affects the lungs. The lungs are made up of small sacs called
alveoli, which fill with air when a healthy person breathes.
When an individual has pneumonia, the alveoli are filled
with pus and fluid, which limits oxygenation. According to
the survey of World Health Organization (WHO) [6],
pneumonia is the single largest infectious cause of death in
children worldwide. Pneumonia killed 808,694 children
under the age of 5 in 2017, accounting for 15% of all deaths
of children under five years old. Pneumonia affects children
and families everywhere, but is most prevalent in South
Asia and sub-Saharan Africa. Detection of pneumonia at an
early stage is necessary to prevent deaths and to increase
survival rate.

For imaging of the chest various techniques are used, of
which Chest Radiographs are preferred in initial evaluation
because of their wide availability and low cost. In recent
years, increase in computational capacity and advancements
in Deep learning technologies in the realm of computer
vision have had a direct impact on the medical field. Latest
strides in visual information extraction and accessible image
processing techniques have improved automated inferences.
Data scientists can presently process on larger numbers of
radiograph data in shorter periods. This study aims to
develop and evaluate the performance of a deep learning
model based on RetinaNet[1] to aid radiologists in detection
of Pneumonia on chest radiographs. This model was trained
on a curated data set consisting of chest radiographs with
and without pneumonia from both public and private
repositories. The implementation of this algorithm is
projected to help in mass screening scenarios by increasing
the accuracy of pneumonia detection and reducing the Turn
Around Time (TAT) of reporting.

II. DATASET AND METHODS

A. DATASET
The data set was curated from open source repositories

such as US National Institutes of Health (NIH) [3], The
Society of Thoracic Radiology (STR) [4] and private data
repositories totaling 25,798 chest radiographs of varying
quality. The data set comprised of 2092 radiographs deemed
positive for pneumonia and 300 radiographs deemed negative
for pneumonia from NIH [3], 9,555 positive chest
radiographs and 8851 negative chest radiographs from STR
[4], 2500 positive and negative anonymized chest
radiographs gathered by our internal Image Core Lab (ICL).
This was approved by our institutional ethics committee (IEC)
at ICL. The dataset was used to train the AI system,
excluding 3,000 images which were used only for validation
during the training phase and 2000 images which were used
only for testing. An initial analysis of the data set revealed
that the mean age of patients was 58 years ± 28.5 (standard
deviation) (52% female).

Since the exact boundaries of pneumonia were hard to
establish in most cases, Ground Truth in the form of
bounding boxes was the approach followed by our
radiologists at ICL. A similar approach was followed by data
set annotators of Kaggle [4]. A section of the NIH dataset
labeled for pneumonia was utilized in this process. Other
abnormalities were being labeled alongside pneumonia* Equal Contributors



regions on images, so each instance was marked with a
bounding box with its coordinates saved in Pascal-VOC
format with the abnormality name as its label. Radiologists
and technicians at ICL labeled instances of pneumonia using
an open source annotating tool.

B. METHODS
Problem statement

The purpose of the algorithm in focus is to detect and
localize pneumonia on chest radiographs. On chest
radiography pneumonia can have irregular boundaries, ill-
defined appearance and sometimes it’s features may overlap
with those of other benign abnormalities making its detection
and localization a matter of contention between observers[6].

1)CheXNet approach

Automating diagnosis from chest radiographs has gained
popularity with algorithms for pulmonary tuberculosis
classification (Lakhani & Sundaram, 2017)[7] and lung
nodule detection (Huang et al.,2017)[8]. Islam et al. (2017)[9]
studied the performance of various convolutional
architectures on different abnormalities using the publicly
available OpenI dataset (Demner-Fushman et al., 2015)[10]
and gave multiple conclusions such as the same deep
convolutional neural network architecture doesn’t perform
well across all abnormalities, ensemble models will improve
classification significantly compared to a single model when
only deep convolutional neural network models are used.

In Rajpurkar et al. [11], a 121-layer Dense Convolutional
Network with a modified final layer, christened CheXNet
[11], has a chest radiograph image as input data and the
probability of pneumonia along with a heatmap localizing the
areas of the image most indicative of pneumonia as it’s
output. The paper claims that this approach achieves an
AUROC of 0.7680.

a)CheXNet architecture

CheXNet [11] architecture consists of DenseNet [12] of
121 convolutional neural network. DenseNets are divided
into DenseBlocks, where the dimensions of the feature maps
remains constant within a block, but the number of filters
changes between them. These layers between the blocks are
called Transition Layers and implement the downsampling
applying a batch normalization, a 1x1 convolution and a 2x2
pooling layers. Since we are concatenating feature maps, this
channel dimension is increasing at every layer. In DenseNet
[12] architecture each layer receives inputs from all the
preceding layers and passes it’s own information to all
subsequent layers, which means that the final output layer has
direct information from every single layer including the very
first layer. The DenseNet [12] Architecture can be viewed in
Fig.1

Fig. 1 Dense Net Architecture

b)Training

As suggested by the ChexNet paper [11], we trained the
modified Densenet-121 architecture [12] as a binary classifier
on the 14-class dataset curated by Wang et al.[3], with
pneumonia label being our subject abnormality grouped as
positive and the rest thirteen, grouped as negative. The model
was trained on the data described in the data section above.
The model was trained on NVIDIA 1080 Ti of 11Gb GPU
[13] with images of dimension 224x224x1 with batch size
of 5. In order to overcome over-fitting and to make the model
more generalized to Chest Radiographs of various qualities,
several augmentation techniques such as rotation, horizontal
flipping, random brightness, random contrast, random
Gaussian blur noise were applied on images. Other hyper
parameters used were as follows, initial learning rate of 0.001
with reducing learning rate on plateau with patience rate of 2
and reducing factor of 0.1, minimum learning rate of le-8
with monitoring factor as validation loss, Stochastic gradient
descent(optimizer), binary cross entropy as loss function.
AUROC score was used in callbacks to evaluate and select
best weights generated during training hence early stopping
was used if AUROC score did not improve for about 10
epochs. Training was done in two stages, in the first stage
0.8:0.2 ratio of pneumonia and normal images were used
respectively. Following which the best weight of first stage
was selected and used for transfer learning of second stage,
where in this stage 0.6:0.4 ratio of pneumonia and normal
images were used respectively

2)Retina Net Approach

RetinaNet [1] is one of the best one-stage object detection
models that has proven to work well for detecting objects of
all scale. RetinaNet [1] has been formed by making two
improvements over existing single stage object detection
models - Feature Pyramid Networks (FPN) [14] and Focal
Loss [1]. For this reason, it has become a popular object
detection model to be used in biomedical domain. For
example it has been used in - Detection of masses in
mammograms using a one-stage object detector based on a
deep convolutional neural network[15], DeepRetinaNet for
Dynamic Left Ventricle Detection in Multiview
Echocardiography Classification [16], Short-term
Reproducibility of pulmonary nodule and Mass Detection in
chest Radiographs: comparison among Radiologists and Four
Different Computer-Aided Detection with convolutional
neural net[17].

a)Retina Net Architecture

The architecture chosen was a variant of single shot
object detector known as RetinaNet Architecture [1] with
Residual Network (ResNet) [2] comprising of 101 layers as
its backbone. It also consists of feature pyramid network
(FPN) [14] to which inputs are the feature maps from the 4
blocks of ResNet-101 [2] respectively. FPN[14] constructs
top down architecture with lateral connections, thus
generating high-level semantic feature maps at all scales.
These pyramids are scale-invariant which enables the model
to detect objects across a large range of scales by scanning
the model over both positions and pyramid levels. The main
advantage of using each level of an image pyramid is that it
produces a multi-scale feature representation in which all
levels are semantically strong. Therefore, this helps the
model learn less obvious features present in the regions
enclosed by the anchors quicker than a regular convolutional
network which is fed without localizing annotations. The
feature maps obtained from FPN [14] is then sent to a
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classification and regression block to generate class
probabilities and offset values for the anchor box refinement,
used in the steps thereafter. The RetinaNet Architecture [1]
can be viewed in Fig.2

Fig 2 RetinaNet Architecture

b)Training

The model was initialized with pre-trained weights
trained on ImageNet datasets. The network was trained with
Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) as the optimizer with an
initial learning rate of 1e-2, Regression loss (smooth L1 loss)
with sigma of 3.0, Focal loss[1] with alpha of 0.25, gamma of
2.0, learning rate decay with patience rate of 2, batch size of
5, input image dimensions of 512x512x3 and ground truth
annotations of bounding box format along with labels
associated with it. Augmentation techniques were used to
avoid over fitting of the model and to make it more
generalized to various quality of input images as seen on live
work list of ER environment. Initially during first stage, the
model was trained on a training data set which consists of
0.8:0.2 ratio of pneumonia and normal images respectively.
Weights with best regression and classification loss were
chosen and used for transfer learning for the 2nd stage of
training which was done on training data set comprising of
0.6:0.4 ratio of pneumonia and normal images respectively.

Finally best weights were chosen which had
classification loss of 0.35 and regression loss of 1.06 as
shown in figures Fig.3 and Fig.4 respectively.

Fig 3 Classification loss

Fig 4 Regression loss

III.RESULTS AND OBSERVATIONS

1.CheXNet APPROACH

This approach yielded a sensitivity of 84.5%, specificity
of 80.7%, and an AUROC of 0.84 as shown in Fig.5
However, the architecture fared badly in localization of
pneumonia. Irregular boundaries cut across the lung space
and stray beyond the body silhouette to even the labels,
giving us imprecise markers for location and quantification.
As shown in the Fig.6 to Fig.9 , this affects the
interpretability of the results greatly. This observation led us
to look to an efficient level of labeling- annotating of
abnormality using enclosing bounding boxes over a simple
yes/no verdict.
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Fig. 5 AUROC of CheXNet

Fig. 6 Input to CheXNet Fig. 7 CAM output of CheXNet
Improper localization

Fig. 8 Input to CheXNet Fig. 9 CAM output of
CheXNet Partially correct

localization

2.RETINA NET APPROACH

The following metrics were used to evaluate the
performance of both the deep learning approaches as seen in
Equations (1) to (8).

Accuracy
TP TN

TP TN FN FP Equation 1

Focal loss GT ∗ α ∗ 1 P γ ∗ log P
1 GT ∗ 1 α ∗ P γ ∗ log 1

P Equation 2

regression_diff absolute regression
regression_target

Regression loss
0.5 ∗ σ2 ∗ regression_diff2, regression_diff 1/σ2

regression_diff (0.5/σ2), regression_diff 1/σ2

Equation 3

Recall/Sensitivity
TP

TP FN Equation 4

Specificity
TN

TN FP Equation 5

Precision TP
TP FP

Equation 6

F1 score 2 ∗
Precision ∗ recall
Precision recall

Equation 7

F2 score 5 ∗
Precision ∗ recall

4 ∗ Precision recall
Equation 8

Where, TP (True Positive) - Chest Radiographs
containing pneumonia were flagged as positive.

FP (False Positive) - Chest Radiographs without
pneumonia were flagged as positive.

FN (False Negative) - Chest Radiographs with
pneumonia were flagged as negative.

TN (True Negative) - Chest Radiographs without
pneumonia were flagged as negative.

The RetinaNet approach yielded an accuracy of 96.33%,
sensitivity of 97.51%, specificity of 95.55%, precision of
93.77%, F1 score of 95.6%, F2 score of 96.73% and AUROC
of 0.97 as shown in Fig.10, results with bounding boxes and
probability is shown in figures Fig.11 and Fig.12

Fig. 10 AUROC of RetinaNet

Fig. 11 Ground truth and output of RetinaNet
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Fig. 12 Ground truth and output of RetinaNet

IV.CONCLUSION
Though the CheXNet approach yielded reasonable results

as a classification task, it was unable to localize regions of
pneumonia accurately in its heat maps. This impelled us to
look to RetinaNet as a prospective solution to our pneumonia
quantification challenge.

This architecture, originally intended to detect and
localize objects in real-life situational photographs and
images, has been successfully adapted to perform the same
functions on radiographs. The observation that a RetinaNet
trained model has the capability to pick up ambiguous and ill-
defined instances of such abnormalities like pneumonia is a
sign of promise for our chosen architecture and training
process in the realm of medical imaging. Further research
into developing similar models and domain-relevant dataset
augmentation techniques is strongly encouraged by the
findings of this study.
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Abstract— A lot of industries throughout the supply chain 
pipeline like manufacturing, retail, and even the services 
supply chain relies on demand forecasts to anticipate and plan. 
They use the demand forecasts to plan all activities like 
production speed, resource allocation, raw materials purchase, 
and even stock levels. They usually rely on standard demand 
forecasting models that considers historic demand over a 
period during different sales cycles to determine the future 
demand. But in certain unforeseen scenarios be it a 
catastrophic weather event, or a pandemic like the one we are 
going through, or even a new trend causing a sales spike, the 
previously forecasted demand might be inaccurate and causes 
disruptions in the supply chain due to shortage of supply. The
paper discusses a method to continuously monitor the external 
events in real time, stream such events, cluster them and then 
arrive at an offset in the demand based on what was seen in the 
past and the context of occurrence of the events, like the point 
in the sales cycle when the event is occurring, domain 
attributes like weather and other sociopolitical climate. This 
helps to increase the reliability of the demand forecasts and 
helps supply chain planners react to such unforeseen events 
effectively and improve the resilience of the supply chain.

Keywords—supply chain, demand offset, demand forecast.

I. INTRODUCTION 

With the technological advancement, the supply chain is 
transformed to insights and data driven. Demand Forecast is 
one of the crucial insights for strategic planning. For 
instance, a small change in demand at retail level could 
cause greater impact in demand to wholesalers, distributors, 
manufactures etc. This is referred as “bullwhip effect”.  

Demand forecast in the process of predicting the sales spike 
based the previous sales trends, seasonal sales, type of 
goods etc. The demand forecast is used by supply chain 

planners for efficient inventory planning. In the year 2001, 
the failure of the demand planning software for Nike 
incurred a loss of $100 million on the sales [2]. Therefore, 
the accuracy of demand forecasted is directly impacts the 
revenue. One more example is Kimberly-Clark invested on 
the real time demand trends which accelerated the growth of 
their annual sales on an average of 5 percent [3]. Hence, the 
Demand forecast helps in formulating strategic and long-
range plans of a business-like budgeting, financial planning, 
sales and marketing plans, capacity planning, risk 
assessment and mitigation plans [1].  

Demand forecast is part of Supply chain process like 
Customer Relationship Management (CRM), Order 
Fulfillment (OF), Manufacturing Flow Management 
(MFM), Supplier Relationship Management (SRM), Product 
Development and Commercialization (PDC), and Returns 
Management (RM). [7]

II. BACKGROUND AND EXISITING
METHODOLOGIES

A. Demand Forecast 
Demand Forecast can be described as initiating the push 

process for supply chain operations like material planning, 
purchasing etc which drives the pull process like order 
management, distribution etc [2]. The methods to predict 
demand are grouped into the Quantitative assessment and 
Qualitative assessment. Qualitative Assessment focuses 
mainly on the expert’s decision and Quantitative assessment 
on the various Data mining techniques, Machine learning 
and Deep Learning algorithms etc. Other techniques are on 
Time series using Moving Averages and Exponential 
smoothening. Nowadays, Machine learning and Deep 
learning models are extensively used for demand forecasts. 
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Sharma, Avinash Kumar, et al. used time series model 
and regression model and ensembled their results as the 
outcome. The algorithms used for time series are Weighted 
moving Average, Simple moving average, Autoregressive 
integrated moving average (ARIMA) and Holts Winter. For 
regression Support Vector Regression, Decision Trees 
Regression, Linear Regression, Ridge Regression and 
Random Forest Regression were used. The purpose to 
ensemble 2 models was to nullify the under and over forecast 
for the better accuracy [4]. 

J Huber et al. used the demand forecast specifically to 
focus on special days where the demand pattern varies than 
the regular days. The problem was formulated as the 
supervised machine learning type and evaluated it using 
different methods like artificial neural networks, gradient-
boosted decision trees etc. Demand Forecast was outlined as 
classification problem rather than regression while the results 
had a greater accuracy for classification rather than 
regression method [5].

Sanjita et al. tried to reduce the bullwhip affect by 
applying integrated approach of discrete wavelet transforms 
and artificial neural network (DWT-ANN model) which 
would improve the forecasting accuracy. The integrated 
approach could be applied to both linear and nonlinear data 
set. In the study, the Mean square error for the DWT-ANN is 
comparatively less than the traditional time series models 
like ARIMA. [6]

Javad Feizabadi tried to improve the efficiency of 
demand forecast by using hybrid method of combining time 
series data with the leading indicators of machine learning 
algorithms. A possible factor accounting for inconsistency is 
inability of pure and non-combined approaches to demand 
forecasting resulting to lack of ability to handle all sources of 
uncertainties. This inability of forecasting approaches 
invoked more research by blending various ML techniques 

and statistical models to establish the hybrid techniques such 
as Autoregressive Integrated Moving Average (ARIMA) 
combined with ANNs [8]

III. PROPOSAL

Current demand forecast systems rely on the seasonality in 
the demand for a product or service. But this reliance is 
shattered in case of an extreme event like a pandemic, 
natural disaster, extreme weather events or even a new 
unexpected trend. This is because extreme events like these 
aren’t seasonal. For example, most companies 
manufacturing ventilators where disrupted when due the 
Covid-19 pandemic there was an unprecedented requirement 
for ventilators. Current demand planning systems are ill 
equipped to handle unexpected events such as the pandemic. 
The paper proposes an approach to correlate the effect of 
events such as these to demand spikes in the past and predict 
a context aware offset to the demand when similar events 
occur in the future.

A. Historic Demand and Event Correlation
The first step of the proposed solution is to correlate

historic events to the spike in demand over the previously 
forecasted demand. Fig. 1, shows the actual versus expected 
demand hours for field technicians state-wide for a telecom 
service center for the month of march, 2019. It can be 
observed here that the expected demand aligns with the 
actual demand for most of the month (with an RMSE (Root 
Mean Squared Error): 398.06 hours). But by observing the 
graph during the portion of time between 6th march to 13th 
march it can be seen that the difference between the 
expected demand and actual demand is higher than usual.

Fig.  1. Graph showing actual demand hours and expected demand hours over time

Fig.  2. Graph showing actual demand hours and expected demand hours over time with overlay of events
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Fig. 2, shows the same graph with an overlay of weather 
events. Here it can be seen that the larger discrepancies in the 
actual vs expected demand hours usually coincides with the 
occurrence of a severe event. This was the base intuition for 
the proposed idea.

The first step in correlating the event to demand offset is 
quantifying the event. This methodology different for 
different types of events. For the purpose of demonstration, 
the paper considers the effect severe weather events. A
weather event such as rain can be quantified using features 
such as intensity, duration, amount, etc. Similarly, heavy 
winds can be quantified using wind-speed, duration, etc.

Once the features relevant to each individual event type is 
identified then we can collect the historic events affecting the 
geographic area and are grouped by event type, their relevant 
features, the respective difference between the actual demand 
to the expected demand hours i.e., demand offset during the 
duration of the event and the context of the event like high, 
low or medium sales cycle etc. Refer to example Table 1 for 
sample data.

Table 1. Sample Event Data with respective offset

Once the data is collected and curated then the data is fed 
into a regression model considering the event attributes and 
the event context as the input features and the respective 
demand offset as the target variable. Such a similar 
regression model is built for each major event type to predict 
the offset based on the characteristics of the event.

B. Realtime Event Streaming
To predict the effect of events in real-time first the 

events must be collected and streamed in real-time. The 
paper proposes to set up a real-time stream of events either 
by connecting to an existing real-time event publishing 
stream or parse RSS feeds of government websites to obtain 
event alerts. For the purpose of the exploration towards this 
paper RSS feeds from Australia Bureau of Meteorology 
were consumed and parsed to obtain the events.

C. Demand Offset Prediction
Once the events are captured in real-time they can be 

classified to their respective event type either by rule based 
classification in case of simple event types such as weather 
in the example considered above or via clustering in case of 
more complex event types such as trends. The event' 
characteristics in conjunction with its context such as the 
point in the sales cycle it has occurred is passed on to the 
respective 

regression model of the event type to predict the current 
offset in demand with respect to the expected demand. Refer 
Fig. 3. This offset can then be added to the expected demand 
to provide a more accurate view of the demand forecast and 
help planners react to such events.

IV. RESULTS

The proposed solution helps to arrive at more accurate 
demand forecasts to the demand planners. This helps the 
planners to react to unexpected events that might affect the 
supply chain effectively and reduce the ripple effect on their 
supply chain due to inaccurate demand forecasts. This helps 

Fig.  3. Proposed process flow for demand offset calculation
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them to stay on top of such issues and reduce cost to their 
respective domain arising from disruptions and/or loss of 
revenue due to unmet demand. In areas like planning of 
medical equipment such a model can be effectively 
deployed to react to increased need for medical equipment 
due to natural disasters or even a pandemic thereby 
contributing to saving lives.
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Abstract—In retail, taxonomy is a hierarchal and logical
arrangement of products such that customers can easily
navigate and find what they need in the store or website.
Taxonomists, information scientists, and linguistics experts all
collaborate to build an effective taxonomy. Clearly this
requires a lot of resources in terms of time and effort. It is not
always feasible for companies to put these resources for all the
products, especially newly launched products. In this research,
we have developed a novel machine learning algorithm to
predict a product’s taxonomy by leveraging N-gram Mixture
Model, cross-entropy function, and Newton’s optimization
method. A modified Naïve Bayes and up to 4-gram models are
combined with general heuristics inspired by Jaccard
Similarity. A One-vs-all classifier is trained with weights for
combining different n-gram models and heuristics scores using
cross-entropy loss function and Newton’s optimization method.
This model is developed and tested on online retail data. The
model predicts the correct product taxonomy in 84% of the
cases using online retail data. 

Keywords— N-gram model, Jaccard Similarity, Newton’s
Method, Cross-entropy, Convex Optimization

I. INTRODUCTION

Taxonomy of a product helps retailers in grouping related
products together. This grouping is essential in deciding
how products are displayed and which group of products are
shown to which segment of customers. Imagine a customer
searching for bread in the ‘Bakery’ category and coming up
empty-handed since that product was incorrectly mapped to
the ‘Fresh Food’ category. With limited shopping time, the
customer becomes frustrated and abandons the search.
When taxonomy is not properly carried out, the results are
reflected in lost sales. Over time, confidence in the brand
will also take a hit. On the other hand, when the right
product shows up, the chance of it being purchased grows
exponentially. Taxonomy organizes everything in the
background to make that happen. However, this is a huge
task, taxonomists, information scientists, and linguistics
experts all collaborate to build an effective taxonomy. Here
a big problem is that there could be thousands of categories
and each of them could have varying number of products.
As there are different brands/suppliers adding hundreds of
products regularly, it becomes a mammoth task to group
them manually.
In this research, the authors have leveraged the description
of the products to build a classifier which automatically
detects the product’s taxonomy. One of the challenges of
this approach is that most product descriptions are brief,
with just few words and do not follow rules of grammar. To

effectively solve such problem, a novel approach is
proposed in this research which uses hybrid n-gram and
heuristics (Jaccard Similarity) models. These models are
then combined using convex optimization techniques. A
cross-entropy loss function is used to train model. Newton
method is used to optimize weights, as it has properties of
quadratic convergence. Faster convergence method is
required as there can be very few data-points for a class.
The efficacy of the model developed in this research was
validated on online retail data. The model predicts the
correct product taxonomy in 84% of the cases using online
retail data.
The remainder of the paper is arranged in the following
manner. Section 2 discusses previous work done on various
building blocks used in this research. Section 3 describes
various components of the classifier and how they are put
together to solve the problem at hand. Section 4 details the
test suit and the experimentation results obtained by the
proposed model. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper.

II. RELATED WORK

In e-commerce, taxonomies are often very heterogeneous,
since no standardizations are being used, and hierarchies are
often manually created. In the fields of ontology and
taxonomy/schema matching, many different algorithms have
been proposed to deal with the heterogeneity of information
structures [1] [2] [3]. In this research, the problem of
taxonomy prediction is treated as a text class prediction and
solved with natural language processing algorithms. Text
classification in NLP is an old problem and there has been a
lot of earlier work done using Naïve Bayes models. In some
instances, heuristics were also added to this model and
treated like other features coming out of class-conditional
word counts. Approaches to create document vectors have
also been created using binomial or multinomial Naïve
Bayes models or creating document vectors using Tf-Idf [4],
which explicitly suppresses effect of stop words, present in
many documents. N-grams language models [5] have been
used to capture relationships between continuous words.
Hybrid models for classification task, using N-grams and
naïve bayes have been proposed [6]. A plethora of work has
been done to create models which take into consideration
the rules of grammar and can easily capture relationships
between words in a sentence. Models including Hidden
Markov Model [7] and Conditional Random Fields [8] gave
good results.
In the past decade, there has been a lot of focus on neural
network based research. Various approaches have been
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proposed, including word2vec [9] and doc2vec [10], to
represent words and documents in a n-dimensional space.
Powerful sequence modelling methods, that make use of
RNN [11] have come to light. These are further enhanced by
GRUs and LSTMs [12] networks, modified to capture the
importance of words that are further apart in a sentence
through bi-directionality and attention networks. These
methods have shown great results in many fields of active
research. In addition, these methods do not require much
feature engineering effort since multiple non-linear
interactions are captured by neural networks. This ability
comes with a requirement for enormous data points to train
such a model.

The work presented in this paper presents a case with
limited data. Although we are dealing with a large number
of classes, an individual class can have as few as 3-4 data
points. Additionally, product descriptions are not very long
and do not follow rules of grammar, hence there is not much
advantage in using neural networks approaches.

III. METHODOLOGY

This section details various building blocks of the
proposed solution.

A. Naïve Bayes
Naïve Bayes [2] is a simple Bayesian method of
classification, having an assumption that features are
independent of each other given class name.

( ) =
( )

=1
∏ ( )

( )   ... 1( )
Although this is a strong assumption, it seems to be fair

when product descriptions just have few words on average
and does not follow grammar rules. Things which must be
kept in mind while creating n-grams is that, there is an
explosion on word vocabulary and hence memory space
required to store trained model could be huge. Also, when
more n-grams are used, there are chances of overfitting. In
this paper, number of n-grams to be used is a tunable
parameter.

B. N-grams
Instead of using a single n-gram naïve bayes

classification model, weighted average of probabilities
coming out of these models is used. Normally output of a
n-gram model is calculated in a below way

* = ( ){ } = ( ) ( ){ } =
⎰
⎱

Where,
=   −  .   ,  = 1,   

: +
= −   ℎ ,     

= ℎ        

As output of multiple n-gram (unigram, bigram, …) models
are used for weighted average, just finding most probable
class from a single n-gram model is not enough. Therefore,
class score for each model is calculated.

^
( )≈ ( ) ( ) = ( )

=1

−

∏ ( ) ... 3( )

As there are thousands of classes, calculating this score for
each of them is a costly operation. Here a simple
observation is used. For a given description, score of only
those classes are calculated which have non-zero counts in
available n-grams.
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−
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= {  |
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−

∑ ,    ( ) > 0,  ∈ }  ... 5( )

= −      
,  ( ) =    ℎ    
=       

Scores calculated using (3) have extremely small values.
Normally, this is not much of an issue when only a class
name is required having maximum score. However, here
these class scores are combined, and a classifier is learnt.
Extremely small values can cause floating point errors and
hence make it harder for an optimizer to converge.
Therefore, all class scores are divided by a normalisation
constant (6). For a given model, this brings these scores in a
probability space.

=  
=1

| |

∑
^

( )  ... 6( )

( ) =
^

( )
  ... 7( )

| | =        

of (7) is the score of a class, using k-gram model.( )
Multiple such scores are calculated using different number
of n-grams.

C. Heuristic
It was observed that n-gram model gives higher

weightage to words present in popular classes. For example,
let us assume that a product description has three words.
There is one word which is present many times in one
popular class, while only a couple of times in actual, not so
popular class. However, when likelihood using other two
classes is calculated, it is observed that actual class is
present for one more word, but likelihoods are low. In these
scenarios, more weightage should be given to classes, which
have non-zero-word count for most of the words. Jaccard
index is a simple method of measuring similarity between
two sets [13].

,( ) = ∩| |
∪| | = ∩| |

| |+| |− ∩| |   ... (8)
In this text-classification context, similarity between a

class and given set of words is observed. When a class has
non-zero-word count for all the words in product
description, it will have max value, which is one. In this
context, this is expressed in (9).

́
1
( ) = =1

| |

∑ ∩( )( )
| |   ... 9( )

is a zero-one indicator function, as given in (10).

( ) = {1,     > 0,     0,    ℎ    (10)
To give higher weightage to words present in most of the

classes, scores from (9), is normalised with log-sum-exp
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8R, '!!, 26E, #!!, R8:, 624U:29, 9267U27B, =:8SB33567K,&$B0C( ,$.,$0%-(
&$B0CD>IE3FE>43;K,

H>[I! f2SS2:EJ, CK, O>Z>PQK, ";B, E534:5WU4586, 8R, 4;B, R98:2, 56, 4;B, 29=56B, e86BK,
>K,=.J(,8K-"'":02-J,>>OPQJ,[]LY?K,

H>bI! !5B93B6J,FKJ,N,1U6J,-K, OP?>dQK,/U2:264BBE,W8U6E3,86, 4;B,-U99W2SM\
*B5W9B:, E5TB:7B6SB, 8R, U65T2:524B, <5a4U:B3K,5666( L0:%&'( M$"1.220%:(
?.--.$2J,3;O>>QJ,>Yb[L>YbdK,

H>YI! /5WW3J,GK,!KJ,N,G2S-2^J,%K,fK,OP???QK,X2:52458629,/2U33526,=:8SB33,
S92335R5B:3K,5666(N$&%2&1-0"%2("%(=.#$&'(=.-J"$O2J,>>OdQJ,>bY`L>bdbK,

H>dI! .26J, fKJ, N,G8:272J, 'K, O>ZZYJ, fU6BQK, ";B, 56R9UB6SB, 8R, 4;B, 357<85E,
RU6S4586, =2:2<B4B:3, 86, 4;B, 3=BBE, 8R, W2SM=:8=2724586, 9B2:6567K,
(6,5%-.$%&-0"%&'( P"$O28",( "%( /$-0)010&'( =.#$&'( =.-J"$O2,O==K, >ZYL
P?>QK,1=:567B:J,DB:956J,.B5EB9WB:7K,

?67!Wk!E651'7-%)!'+!8'-.!43(7125!!

?67!Rk!E651'7-%)!'+!%6543!43(7125!!
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!

H>]I! /88ERB998VJ,(KJ,DB6758J,0KJ,'8U:T599BJ,+KJ,N,DB6758J,0K,OP?>dQK,Q..,(
'.&$%0%:,OX89K,>J,!8K,PQK,'2<W:5E7B_,G(",=:B33K,

H>`I! D8^EJ, 1KJ, D8^EJ, 1K, CKJ, N, X26EB6WB:7;BJ, *K, OP??bQK,*"%C.R(
",-0+0S&-0"%K,'2<W:5E7B,U65TB:354^,=:B33,

H>ZI! (6342S2:4, E242, OP?>]QJ, , ;44=3_mmVVVKM2779BKS8<mSm56342S2:4L<2:MB4L
W23MB4L2629^353mE242,,
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!"#$%&'()*+,$(-'#",(./%+',"012(*1$(3*12,(
3,&#44,1$*'0#1(

!""#$%&'()*+%%
,'--.'#/0%

1'2)$3-4%5-(*$%
6""#$7#'()*+8('--.'#/0793#%

!!

!"#$%&'$!"#$%&'()"*+,&-."/&*0+,"-)"1$2)3/+*"%*-4+2"&2%"5&)"
6+1$/+"73-,+"1$/8+,-,-4+9":5$88+*"5&4+";-%+"*&2<+"$="$8,-$2)"
,$"15$$)+"-2",+*/)"$="8*$%31,)"&)";+.."&)"-2",+*/)"$="),$*+)9"#5-)"
5&)"/&%+"*+,&-.+*)",$"*+!.$$0"&,",5+-*"/+*15&2%-)-2<"),*&,+<-+)"
/$*+"8*+1-)+.'",$"32%+*),&2%"%+/&2%"&,"&"/$*+"<*&23.&*".+4+.9"
>$)," *+,&-.+*)" <*$38" ),$*+)" -2,$" 1.3),+*)" &2%" ,&0+" ),*&,+<-1"
%+1-)-$2)" $2" 8*-1-2<?" 8*$/$,-$2?" &))$*,/+2," @" /&*0+,-2<"
)8+1-=-1",$"1.3),+*"6+5&4-$3*9"#5-)"8&8+*"8*$4-%+)"&"1.3),+*-2<"
)$.3,-$2" 6'" 1$/8&*-2<" ,;$" &88*$&15+)" -9+9" 8*$%31,!6&)+%" 4)"
)5$88-2<" /-))-$2" 6&)+%9" A3*" $6B+1,-4+" ,$" -%+2,-='" <*$38" $="
),$*+)"-)",$"8*$4-%+"13),$/+*!1+2,*-1"&))$*,/+2,";5-15"-2",3*2"
-/8*$4+)",5+"13),$/+*")5$88-2<"+C8+*-+21+"&2%"13,"%$;2",5+"
),$10"1$),"6'"*+/$4-2<"2$2!8+*=$*/-2<".-2+)";5-15"+4+2,3&..'"
%*-4+)"*+,&-.+*"<*$;,59""

D+';$*%)E" :,$*+" F.3),+*-2<?" :5$88-2<"/-))-$2?" 0!/+&2)GG?"
5-+*&*15-1&."1.3),+*-2<"

"#! "!"#$%&'"($!)!
$%%&'()*&! +(,-&! './+(&-)01! )+! 23,/(! .&(()01! ',0+/4&-!

3&52*),-! 6-)*&! 2++,-(4&0(! 206! +72'&! 6&')+),0+8! )0%,-4)01!
7-,4,(),0!206!4&-'5206)+)01!+(-2(&198! )0'-&2+)01!+2.&+!206!
:)00)01! '/+(,4&-! .,92.(9#! !;)+(,-)'2..98! )0! 7/-+/)(! ,%!
,7&-2(),02.! &%%)')&0'98! -&(2).&-+! 52*&! (&06&6! (,! 1-,/7! (5&)-!
+(,-&+! ,0! *2-),/+! 2+7&'(+! +/'5! 2+! +(,-&! +)<&8! +2.&+! *,./4&8!
+/77.9!'52)0!-&=/)-&4&0(+8!,-!39!1&,1-2759#!>,-!&?247.&8!2!
-&(2).&-!4)15(!7/(!2..!.2-1&!+(,-&+!@32+&6!,0!+(,-&!+)<&A!)0!,0&!
1-,/78!206!2..! (5,+&! +42..&-!,0&+! )0!20,(5&-#!B5&-&!429!3&!
,7&-2(),02.! 206! +/77.9! '52)0! &%%)')&0'9! 3&0&%)(+! (,! +/'5! 20!
277-,2'5!3/(!(,!42?)4)<&!+2.&+!,77,-(/0)()&+8!)(C+!)47&-2()*&!
(,!/06&-+(206!'/+(,4&-+!7-&%&-&0'&+!4,-&!6&&7.9!206!'2(&-!(,!
(5&4!4,-&!&%%&'()*&.9!:5).&!7.200)01!2++,-(4&0(8!+72'&!&('#!!

!D0! )47,-(20(! %2'(,-! (,! -&E',0+)6&-! )0! +(,-&! 7.200)01! )+! (5&!
(97&!,%!7-,6/'(+!3&)01!+,.6#!F/+(,4&-+!4)15(!52*&!6)%%&-&0(!
7-&%&-&0'&+!%,-!6)%%&-&0(!'2(&1,-)&+!%,-!&#1#!2!'/+(,4&-!4)15(!
7-&%&-!2!7-&4)/4!7-,6/'(!)0!62)-9!'2(&1,-9!3/(!:5&0!5&!3/9+!
2! 3&&-8! 5&! 4)15(! 1,! %,-! 2! 4)6E-201&! 3&&-#! G,8! 2++,-(4&0(!
+5,/.6!3&!6-)*&0!39! (5&!'/+(,4&-+!7/-'52+&!3&52*),-!2(! (5&!
+(,-&#!

B5&!+(/69!)+!',06/'(&6!%,-!,0&!,%!,/-!-&(2).&-!'.)&0(+#!B5&!
-&(2).!,-120)<2(),0!:20(&6!(,!42H&!'/+(,4&-E.&6!6&')+),0!,0!
2++,-(4&0(! )0! +(,-&+! 206! )6&0()%9! 7,,-! 7&-%,-4)01! 7-,6/'(!
-201&+!+,!(5&9!'20!'/(!6,:0!(5&)-!)0*&0(,-9!206!-&6/'&!+(,'H!
',+(#!B5&!'/--&0(!-201&!7.200)01!)0!+(,-&!)+!4,+(.9!6-)*&0!39!
+(,-&!+72'&!'272')(9!206!2%%./&0'&#!I/&!(,!(5)+!127!)0!'/+(,4&-!
7-&%&-&0'&+! 206! 7-,6/'(! -201&+! (5&-&!:2+! )0'-&2+&! )0! +(,'H!
',+(8! +,! )(!:2+! )47&-2()*&! (,! -&E',0+)6&-! (5&!4&-'5206)+)01!
+(-2(&19!)0!+(,-&+!32+&6!,0!'/+(,4&-!7-&%&-&0'&+#!B,!2'5)&*&!
(5)+!2)48!)(! )+! )47,-(20(!%,-! (5)+!-&(2).&-! (,!3&((&-!/06&-+(206!
(5&)-!'/+(,4&-+C!'5,)'&+!2(!4,-&!1-20/.2-!.&*&.!206!(,!42H&!)(!
,7&-2(),02..9! %&2+)3.&! )(C+! 0&&6&6! (,! 1-,/7! +(,-&+! 32+&6! ,0!

+)4).2-!'/+(,4&-!7/-'52+&!3&52*),-#!B5&!-&+(!,%!(5&!727&-!)+!
,-120)<&6! 2+! %,..,:+#! "0! +&'(),0! ""8! -&.2(&6! :,-H! ,0! +(,-&!
'./+(&-)01! 4,()*2(),0+! 206! 4&(5,6,.,1)&+! )+! 6)+'/++&6#! "0!
+&'(),0!"""8!:&!7-&+&0(!(5&!62(2!206!4&(5,6,.,19!/+&6!%,-!+(,-&!
'./+(&-)01#!"0!+&'(),0!"J8!:&!52*&!6)+'/++&6!23,/(!(5&!4&(-)'+!
/+&6!%,-!7-,%).)01!'./+(&-+!'-&2(&6!)0!+&'(),0!"""!206!+&(()01!/7!
-201&+!%,-!(5&!'./+(&-+#!B5&!',0'./+),0!206!%/(/-&!:,-H+!2-&!)0!
+&'(),0!J#!

""#! K*+,"*%)L$#-!
!!!!!!!MN&(()01! '.,+&! (,! '/+(,4&-O! )+! (5&! (,7!7-),-)(9! %,-! 209!
3/+)0&++#!L)(5!,0.)0&!'5200&.!)0!7.2'&8! )(C+!&2+9!(,!7-,*)6&!
7&-+,02.)<2(),0!(,!'/+(,4&-+!3/(!)0!,%%.)0&!-&(2).!+(,-&!(5&-&!)+!
0&&6!(,!7.2'&!-)15(!7-,6/'(!)0!(5&!+(,-&#!G(,-&!+&14&0(2(),0!)+!
(5&!:29!(,!)6&0()%9!+)4).2-)()&+!206!6)%%&-&0'&!2'-,++!6)*&-+&!
+&(!,%!+(,-&+#!B5&-&!52*&!3&&0!6)%%&-&0(!4,()*2(),0+! (,!%)06!
+)4).2-! 3&52*),-! +(,-&+! &#1#! B2-1&(! P2-H&()01! QRS! :5&-&!
+)4).2-!+(,-&+!2-&!)6&0()%)&6!32+&6!,0!4/.()7.&!2((-)3/(&+!.)H&!
'/+(,4&-!6&4,1-275)'+8! +72()2.! 62(28! +(,-&! +)<&8! 7,7/.2(),0!
)06&?! &('#! B5&-&! 2-&! 4209! ,(5&-! %2'(,-+! .)H&! +(,-&! +72'&!
'272')(98!'.)42(&!,-!+&2+,02.)(9E32+&6!'./+(&-+8!',47&()(),0E
32+&6!'./+(&-+!(52(!'20!3&!',0+)6&-&6!(,!1-,/7!+(,-&+!QRTSQRUS#!
F./+(&-)01!+(,-&+!32+&6!,0!',0+/4&-!7-)'&!&.2+()')(9!QRVS!(,!
1-,/7!+(,-&+!32+&6!,0!7-)'&!'5201&!3&52*),-!,%!'/+(,4&-+!206!
+&(!7-)')01!+(-2(&1)&+!2'',-6)01.9#!G,8!(5&!,3W&'()*&!,%!+(,-&!
'./+(&-)01!+5,/.6!6-)*&!(5&!277-,2'5!(,!'./+(&-)01#!
!!!!!!!I)%%&-&0(!'./+(&-)01!(&'50)=/&+!*)<#!52-6!'./+(&-)01!206!
+,%(! './+(&-)01! 52*&! 3&&0! /+&6! 39! -&+&2-'5&-+! QRXS#! ;2-6!
'./+(&-)01!(&'50)=/&+!.)H&!YE4&20+!Z!5)&-2-'5)'2.!'./+(&-)01!
2..,'2(&+! &2'5! 62(2! 7,)0(! (,! ,0&! './+(&-! ,0.9!:5&-&2+! G,%(!
F./+(&-)01! (&'50)=/&+! .)H&! >FP8! G&.%E[-120)<2(),0! P27+8!
N2/++)20!P)?(/-&!P,6&.!:5&-&!2!62(2!7,)0(!'20!3&!2..,'2(&6!
(,!4/.()7.&!'./+(&-+#!\,,H)01!2(!(5&!',47/(2(),02.!()4&!206!
+)47.)')(9! ,%! (5&! './+(&-)01! +,./(),0! YE4&20+! ,/(7&-%,-4+!
+,%(!'./+(&-)01!(&'50)=/&+!QR]S#!!!!!!

"""#!I,",),!%)P*".$%$+$/0!
B5&!-&(2).&-!',0+)6&-&6!)0!(5&!+(/69!,7&-2(&+!)0!6)%%&-&0(!

%,-42(+! (2-1&(&6! (,! +7&')%)'! '/+(,4&-! 1-,/7+! 32+&6! ,0!
2%%./&0'&!206!.,'2(),0+#!B5&!'52..&01&!:2+!(,!',4&!/7!:)(5!2!
+,./(),0!(52(C+!)0(&-7-&(23.&!206!,%%&-+!2!6)+()0'()*&!1-,/7!,%!
+(,-&+! :)(5! -&2+,023.&! 6)%%&-&0'&! )0! 7-,6/'(! 7&-%,-420'&+!
3&'2/+&! )%! (5&-&! )+! 0,(! 4/'5! 6)%%&-&0'&! )0! (&-4+! ,%! -201&!
7.2'&6!)0!(5&!+(,-&+!(5&0!(5&!:5,.&!)6&2!,%!+(,-&!1-,/7)01+!)+!
*,)6#!G,8!(5&!-&+&2-'5!:2+!6,0&!)0!^!752+&+!

•! G(,-&!1-,/7)01!!

•! _-,%).)01!206!7&-%,-420'&!*2.)62(),0!!

•! K201&!-&',44&062(),0!2(!'./+(&-!.&*&.!

seema.mudgil@dunnhumby.com
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_[G! (-20+2'(),02.! 62(28! +(,-&! 62(2! 206! 7-,6/'(! 62(2! 2-&!
.&*&-21&6!(,!2'',47.)+5!2..!(5&!752+&+#!B:,!277-,2'5&+!:&-&!
&?7.,-&6! (,! +&.&'(! %)02.! 277-,2'5! %,-! './+(&-)01#! B,! -&6/'&!
0,)+&!)0!(5&!202.9+)+8!)47,-(20(!'2(&1,-)&+!:&-&!+&.&'(&6!%-,4!
(5&!7-,6/'(!5)&-2-'59#!B5&!+&.&'(),0!,%!'2(&1,-)&+!:2+!32+&6!
,0!(5&!+2.&+!',0(-)3/(),0#!_2-&(,!202.9+)+!:2+!7&-%,-4&6!206!
(,7! RV! '2(&1,-)&+! @`ab! ,%! (,(2.! '2(&1,-)&+A! ',*&-)01! ]`!
+/3'2(&1,-)&+!:5)'5!',0(-)3/(&6!c]b!,%!+2.&+!:&-&!+&.&'(&6#!

!
!

!"! #$%%$&'()*%+,(*--.&*/0(
B5&!4)++),0E32+&6!32+&6!277-,2'5!-&=/)-&+!)6&0()%)'2(),0!

,%! '/+(,4&-+C! +5,77)01!4)++),0! %-,4! (-20+2'(),02.! 62(2#! D!
+5,77)01!4)++),0!)+!(5&!7/-7,+&!%,-!:5)'5!2!'/+(,4&-!1,&+!%,-!
+5,77)01#!G,!&++&0()2..9! )(! )+!2!1-,/7!,%!7-,6/'(+d'2(&1,-)&+!
%-&=/&0(.9! 3,/15(! 39! '/+(,4&-+! )0! +)01.&! 7/-'52+&! Q]S#! >,-!
)0+(20'&8!(5&!'2(&1,-)&+!@3&&-!Z!')12-&((&+A!+5,:0!)0!>)1!̀ !:)..!
52*&!4,-&!2++,')2(),0!(520!3&&-!206!32((&-9#!!

!
>)1!`e!B5&!%)1/-&!)+!20!&?247.&!,%!'/+(,4&-!+5,77)01!

4)++),0!
!

G/'5!2++,')2(),0!'20!3&!)6&0()%)&6!/+)01!%-&=/&0(!)(&4!+&(!
4)0)01!2(!+/3'2(&1,-9!.&*&.#!B5&!,3W&'()*&!,%!%-&=/&0(!"(&4E
+&(! 4)0)01! )+! (5&! )6&0()%)'2(),0! ,%! )(&4+! (52(! ',E,''/-! Q^S#!
D++,')2(),0!-/.&!4)0)01!QTS!)+!,0&!,%!(5&!7-)0')72.!7-,3.&4+!
(-&2(&6!)0!YII!206!'20!3&!6&%)0&6!2+!&?(-2'()01!(5&!)0(&-&+()01!
',--&.2(),0!206!-&.2(),0!24,01!5/1&!24,/0(!,%!(-20+2'(),0+#!
G/'5!)0(&-&+()01!',--&.2(),0!3&(:&&0!72)-!,%!'2(&1,-)&+!'20!3&!
'2.'/.2(&6!39!.,,H)01!2(!(5&!6)%%&-&0'&!3&(:&&0!&?7&'(&6!206!
,3+&-*&6!%-&=/&0')&+!,%!7/-'52+&+!,%!(5&!)(&4+!@'2(&1,-)&+A#!

!""#$%"$#&'()* +, - #."'&/'0()%* +,1'23'$4'0()* +,!

#."'&/'0()* +,
- 5%#6%4&!7"!$48#7"%9:'&'%)%* +%!&'%.#;<:4%4#<'4:'&!

$?7&'(&6! W,)0(! %-&=/&0'9! ,%! ! ()* +, !)+! 4&2+/-&6! (5-,/15!
7-,323).)(9!(5&,-9!QUS#!!

'23'$4'0%()* +, - .(+, = .(), = >!

> - 4#4!?%.!"@'4"!

.(), - .!"@'4%3'7'4&!48#7%#6%)!

.(+, - .!"@'4%3'7'4&!48#7%#6%+!

D++,')2(),0!+',-&!)+!4&2+/-&6!%,-!&*&-9!72)-!,%!+/3'2(&1,-)&+#!
[0'&! 2++,')2(),0! +',-&! )+! '2.'/.2(&6! )(C+! ',0*&-(&6! )0(,!
6)+(20'&!42(-)?!(,!277.9!5)&-2-'5)'2.!'./+(&-)01#!;)&-2-'5)'2.!
'./+(&-)01! )+! 2! 72-26)14! ,%! './+(&-! 202.9+)+! (,! 1&0&-2(&! 2!
+&=/&0'&! ,%! 0&+(&6! 72-()(),0+! @'./+(&-+A! :5)'5! '20! 3&!
*)+/2.)<&6! 2+! 2! (-&&! H0,:0! 2+! './+(&-! 6&06-,1-24#!
;)&-2-'5)'2.! (-&&+! '20! 7-,*)6&! 2! *)&:! ,%! 62(2! 2(! 6)%%&-&0(!
.&*&.+! ,%! 23+(-2'(),0! QVS#! B5&! 6&06-,1-24! '20! 3&! '/(! 2(!
)0(&-4&6)2(&!.&*&.+!%,-!,3(2)0)01!'./+(&-)01!-&+/.(+f!2(!,0&!,%!
(5&+&! )0(&-4&6)2(&! .&*&.+!4&20)01%/.!'./+(&-+!'20!3&!%,/06#!
;)&-2-'5)'2.! './+(&-)01! +,./(),0+! 52*&! 3&&0! 7-)42-).9!
,3(2)0&6!/+)01!211.,4&-2()*&!2.1,-)(54+!QUS#!D11.,4&-2()*&!
'./+(&-)01!+(-2(&1)&+!%/0'(),0!)0!3,((,4!/7!4200&-!)#&#!)0!(5)+!
277-,2'5! 4&-1)01! ,%! (5&! 4,+(! +)4).2-! 72)-! ,%! './+(&-+! )+!
2'5)&*&6!2%(&-!+(2-()01!:)(5!&2'5!,%!(5&!Y!7,)0(+!)0!2!6)%%&-&0(!
'./+(&-#!B5)+!7-,'&++!)+!-&7&2(&6!/0().!2..!62(2!7,)0(+!',0*&-1&!
206!3&',4&!4&43&-+!,%!2!+24&!'./+(&-#!
! D+!+5,:0! )0!>)1!^8! +/3'2(&1,-)&+!?8!98!<!2-&!1-,/7&6!2(!
.,:&-!.&*&.!+,!+/11&+(!2!+(-,01!2++,')2(),0#!G/'5!2++,')2(),0+!
2..,:!(,!/06&-+(206!-&.2(),0!3&(:&&0!7-,6/'(!1-,/7+!206!)0%&-!
'/+(,4&-+!4)++),0! ,%! 7/-'52+&#! D)6)01! (5&! './+(&-! 202.9+)+!
:)(5!3/+)0&++!H0,:.&61&!`c!4)++),0+!:&-&!)6&0()%)&6#!!

!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!>)1!^e!F2(&1,-9!D++,')2(),0!@4)++),0A!

[0'&! '/+(,4&-! 7-,323.&! 4)++),0+! 2-&! )6&0()%)&68! 62(2! )+!
7-&72-&6!2(!&2'5!+(,-&!,0!%,..,:)01!72-24&(&-+!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

>)1!Te!D((-)3/(&+!%,-!+(,-&!'./+(&-)01!!
!

! D+! +5,:0! )0! >)1! T8! 62(2! 2(! &2'5! +(,-&! )+! 7-&72-&6! ,0!
4)++),0!)47,-(20'&!206!+(,-&!2((-)3/(&+!(52(!7-,6/'&6!2!62(2!
42(-)?!,%!RcX?^]#![0! (5)+!62(28!YE4&20+gg! QRaS! './+(&-)01!
2.1,-)(54!:2+!-/0#!B5&!HE4&20+!QcS!4&(5,6!)+!2!:)6&.9!/+&6!
'./+(&-)01! (&'50)=/&! (52(! +&&H+! (,! 4)0)4)<&! (5&! 2*&-21&!
+=/2-&6! 6)+(20'&! 3&(:&&0! 7,)0(+! )0! (5&! +24&! './+(&-#! YE
P&20+gg!QRRS!)+!2!+42-(!'&0(-,)6!)0)()2.)<2(),0!(&'50)=/&!206!
(5&!-&+(!,%!(5&!2.1,-)(54!)+!(5&!+24&!2+!(52(!,%!YEP&20+#!!

>)1!Re!G2.&+!_2-&(,!D02.9+)+!!

:$;<'2"%*#;32<$-9"%3=%#*66*3-%*-%"$9.%6<32"%
'6*-)>%
H&)0+,%;"-"<2$<*3-%3=%#*66*3-%%

1233245)
(67489:5;<)

:-I+"3=%<."%!<32"%?@23A*"(%/0%B%3=%/$6C"<6%D."2"%
#32"%B3=% <2$-6$9<*3-%D3'+(%#"$-% $%/*))"2% 6*E"%
6<32"F%
GH"2$++% J88+&." 3=% 6<32"6% ?B% 3=% 9'6<3#"2% *-%
(*=="2"-<%"93-3#*9%H$+'"F%
#-/+"3=%;'29.$6"%?B%3=%<2$-6$9<*3-6%.$;;"-*-)%*-%
(*=="2"-<%<*#"%3=%<."%($0%

" !!

!<32"%
I<<2*/'<"6%
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!

! B5&! 0/43&-! ,%! './+(&-+! :&-&! +&.&'(&6! 32+&6! ,0! &.3,:!
4&(5,6! QR`S#! "0! (5&! &.3,:! 4&(5,68! (5&! *2-)20'&! @:)(5)0E
'./+(&-!+/4!,%!+=/2-&6!&--,-+A!)+!7.,((&6!212)0+(!(5&!0/43&-!,%!
'./+(&-+#!B5&!%)-+(!%&:!'./+(&-+!:)..!)0(-,6/'&!2!.,(!,%!*2-)20'&!
206!)0%,-42(),08!3/(!2(!+,4&!7,)0(8!(5&!)0%,-42(),0!12)0!:)..!
3&',4&!.,:8!(5/+!)472-()01!20!201/.2-!+(-/'(/-&!(,!(5&!1-275#!
B5&!,7()42.!0/43&-!,%!'./+(&-+!)+!%,/06!,/(!%-,4!(5)+!7,)0(f!
(5&-&%,-&8!(5)+!)+!H0,:0!2+!(5&!M&.3,:!'-)(&-),0#O!

!
>)1!Ue!LGG!@:)(5)0!'./+(&-!+/4!,%!+=/2-&6!&--,-A!7.,(!

!

1"! 2.&,3/4(1*%+,(!--.&*/0(
B5&! ,(5&-! 277-,2'5! (52(! :2+! (&+(&6! :2+! 2(! (5&! 4,+(!
1-20/.2-! .&*&.! ,%! 62(2! )#&#! 7-,6/'(! .&*&.#! F/+(,4&-!
7/-'52+&!7-&%&-&0'&+! 2(!7-,6/'(! .&*&.! 2(! &2'5! +(,-&!:2+!
/+&6! (,! )6&0()%9! +(,-&! 1-,/7+! :)(5! +)4).2-! 7/-'52+&!
3&52*),/-#!G,4&!+20)(9!'5&'H+!,0!(5&!62(2!:2+!7&-%,-4&6!
2+! 4&0(),0&6! 3&.,:! (,! -&6/'&! 0,)+&! )0! 266)(),0! (,!
'2(&1,-9! +&.&'(),0! 2+! 4&0(),0&6! )0! P)++),0! 32+&6!
277-,2'5#!
!
R#! G(,-&! 6)+(-)3/(),0e! _-,6/'(+! :)(5! 1,,6! +(,-&!

6)+(-)3/(),0! :&-&! +&.&'(&6#! B5)+! 426&! +/-&! (52(! 0,!
-&1),02.!3)2+&+!)0(-,6/'&6!)0!(5&!62(2#!

`#! D'()*&! G&..)01! _-,6/'(+e! _-,6/'(+! (52(! 2-&! 2'()*&.9!
+&..)01! )0! -&'&0(! ()4&! 2-&! +&.&'(&6! +,! (5&-&! 2-&! 0,!
,3+,.&(&!7-,6/'(+!)0!(5&!62(2!(52(!'20!266!0,)+&#!
!

D%(&-!266)01!23,*&!4&0(),0&6!%).(&-+!R8URc!7-,6/'(+!:&-&!
+&.&'(&68!1)*)01!2!42(-)?!,%!RcX?RURc#!L5&0!:&!:,-H!2(!
1-20/.2-! .&*&.! ,%! 62(2! (5&0! %&2(/-&! +72'&! )0'-&2+&+! 206!
F./+(&-)01! 2.1,-)(54! '20! +/%%&-! %-,4! '/-+&! ,%!
6)4&0+),02.)(9! QRcS#B,! -&6/'&! 62(2! 6)4&0+),0+! +,! (52(!
%&2(/-&! +72'&! 3&',4&+! )06&7&06&0(! ,%! &2'5! ,(5&-! 206!
3)2+0&++! )0! (5&! './+(&-)01! )+! -&4,*&68! _FD! QR^S! :2+!
7&-%,-4&6!,0!(5&!62(2!!206!%&2(/-&!+72'&!:2+!-&6/'&6!(,!
RcX#!D%(&-!%&2(/-&!-&6/'(),0!'./+(&-)01!:2+!6,0&!,0!62(2!
(5-,/15!YE4&20+gg!QRaS#!!
! !
B5&! 0/43&-! ,%! './+(&-+! :&-&! +&.&'(&6! 32+&6! ,0! &.3,:!
4&(5,6#!B,!*2.)62(&!(5&!0/43&-!)%!'./+(&-+8!6&06-,1-24!
202.9+)+! :&-&! 7&-%,-4&6! 206! (52(! 2.+,! +/11&+(&6! (,! 1,!
:)(5!^!'./+(&-+!2+!+5,:0!)0!>)1!V#!

!
! >)1!Ve!I&06-,1-24!202.9+)+!
!
! >)1!X!+5,:+!(5&!'./+(&-+!%,-4&6!/+)01!_-,6/'(!32+&6!
277-,2'5#!!
!

!
! >)1!Xe!_-,6/'(E7&-%,-420'&!32+&6!F./+(&-+!
!

"J#!J,+(%,"($!)8)_#$=(+(!/),!%)K,!/*)G*+*'"($!!

!"! 5+6+/4$&'(&7(863%4+.$'9(#+40&,(
D+!&?7.2)0&6!)0!(5&!23,*&!+&'(),0!23,/(!(5&!(:,!277-,2'5&+!
%,-!+(,-&!'./+(&-)018! (5&!0&?(!+(&7!:2+! (,! %)02.)<&!'./+(&-)01!
4&(5,6,.,19! (52(! 12*&! 3&((&-! -201&! 6)%%&-&0()2(),0! 2'-,++!
'./+(&-+#!G)0'&!(5&!7-)42-9!,3W&'()*&!:2+!(,!7.20!-201&!32+&6!
,0! '/+(,4&-! 7-&%&-&0'&+8! +,! (,! %)02.)<&! (5&! 277-,2'5! :&!
.,,H&6!2(! (5&!7-,6/'(!7&-%,-420'&!2(!'./+(&-! .&*&.#!B23.&!R!
+5,:+!(5&!7&-%,-420'&!4&(-)'+!/+&6#!
!

!486:>2?<@)
A:><3)

*3926:9<@)B<<C>D)3:><3)E:>F<)2G)9H<)784@F;9)B:3):9)GF>>)
@23982IF9245)J34>@)25)<E<8D)3948<K)

!486:>2?<@)
&5293)

*3926:9<@)B<<C>D)F5293)E:>F<)2G)9H<)784@F;9)B:3):9)GF>>)
@23982IF9245)J34>@)25)<E<8D)3948<K)

L<5<98:9245) L84@F;9)7<5<98:9245)25)9H<);F3946<83)I:3C<9)BH<5)9H<D)
7F8;H:3<)25);:9<M48D)

A:><3)
'45982IF9245) L84@F;9)3:><3);45982IF9245)4E<8:>>)

&5293)
'45982IF9245) L84@F;9)F5293);45982IF9245)4E<8:>>)
! !

!!!!!!!!!B23.&!Re!_-,6/'(!_&-%,-420'&!P&(-)'+!

! D+!+5,:0!)0!(23.&!R8!7-,6/'(+!2-&!-20H&6!32+&6!,0!(5&)-!
7&-%,-420'&!+',-&!,0!(5&!',47,+)(&!+',-&!'2.'/.2(&6!,0!(5&!
4&(-)'+!2(!&2'5!'./+(&-#!B,!)6&0()%9!-201&!6)%%&-&0'&! )0!3,(5!
277-,2'5&+8!:&!.,,H&6!2(!(5&!(,7!Ua!7-,6/'(+!)0!&2'5!'2(&1,-9!
)0!3,(5!'./+(&-)01!+,./(),0!@P)++),0!32+&6!Z!_-,6/'(!32+&6A#!
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!

!

"(!:2+!,3+&-*&6! (52(! )0! '2(&1,-)&+! )47,-(20(! (,! -&(2).&-! @(,7!
'2(&1,-)&+! ',0(-)3/()01! (,! hXab! ,%! +2.&+A! _-,6/'(! i2+&6!
277-,2'5! 12*&! 3&((&-! -201&! 6)%%&-&0'&! (520! P)++),0! 32+&6!
'./+(&-)01!277-,2'5#!i2+&6!,0!3&((&-!6)%%&-&0()2(),0!)0!-201&!
2'-,++!'./+(&-+!%,-4&6!(5,/15!_-,6/'(!i2+&6!277-,2'58!)(!:2+!
+&.&'(&6!%,-!%/-(5&-!)0*&+()12(),0!2+!4&0(),0&6!)0!_-,%).)01!206!
J2.)62(),0!G&'(),0#!

1"! 2.&76$'9(*',(:*6$,*4$&'(
_,+(!+&.&'(),0!,%!277-,2'5!(,!'./+(&-)018!(5&!0&?(!+(&7!:2+!(,!
3-)01!'./+(&-+! (,! .)%&!206!+5,:!'.)&0(!5,:!'./+(&-+!6)%%&-! )0!
*2-),/+! 2+7&'(+#! L&! '-&2(&6! './+(&-! 7-,%).&+! ,0! %,..,:)01!
4&2+/-&+e!
!

•! _-,4,(),0! 62(2e! _-,6/'(+! +2.&+! ,0! 7-,4,(),0! 2(!
'./+(&-!.&*&.!(,!)6&0()%9!)%!'./+(&-!3&52*&!6)%%&-&0(.9!
,0! 7-,4,(),02.! +2.&+#! B5)+! '20! 3&! /+&6! %,-!
7-,4,(),02.!7.200)01#!

•! F2(&1,-9!"47,-(20'&e!"47,-(20'&!,%!(5&!'2(&1,-9!)0!
&2'5! './+(&-! (,! )6&0()%9! '/+(,4&-! 7-&%&-&0'&+! %,-!
+7&')%)'! 7-,6/'(! -201&+#! B,! )6&0()%9! '2(&1,-9!
)47,-(20'&8! :&! .,,H&6! 2(! '2(&1,-9! 32+H&(! +52-&! 2(!
'./+(&-!.&*&.!206!3&0'542-H&6!)(!212)0+(!2(!(,(2.!.&*&.#!

!
i2+&6!,0!7-,4,(),0!62(28!(5&-&!:2+!-&2+,023.&!6)%%&-&0'&!)0!
(&-4+!,%!b!,%!7-,4,(),02.!+2.&+!2'-,++!'./+(&-+#!F./+(&-!^!526!
(5&!.&2+(!7&-'&0(21&!,%!7-,4,(),02.!+2.&+!:5)'5!)06)'2(&+!(52(!
)(C+!2!_-&4)/4!'./+(&-#!
!
I)%%&-&0(!.&*&.!,%!7-&%&-&0'&!:2+!2.+,!&*)6&0(!%,-!'2(&1,-9!)0!
&2'5!'./+(&-!+/11&+()01!+(,-&!1-,/7)01!)+!-&.&*20(!(,!'/+(,4&-!
7-&%&-&0'&+!206!&2'5!'./+(&-!+5,/.6!3&!-201&6!6)%%&-&0(.9!%,-!
&2'5!'2(&1,-9#!
!!!!

8"! ;*'9+(;+/&<<+',*4$&'(
B5&! -201&+! :&-&! -&',44&06&6! 39! .,,H)01! 2(! (5&! 7-,6/'(!
7&-%,-420'&!2(!&2'5!'./+(&-#!B5&!)6&2!:2+!(,!7-,*)6&!-201&!
32+&6!,0!'./+(&-!3&52*),-!%,-!(5&!'2(&1,-9!206!)6&0()%9!7,,-!
7&-%,-4)01! .)0&+! 2(! './+(&-! .&*&.! 206! +/11&+(! -&(2).&-! (,!
-&4,*&! (5&4#!L5).&! -&',44&06)01! -201&! 2'-,++! './+(&-+8!
(5&-&!:&-&!(:,!)47,-(20(!6&')+),0!426&#!
!

•! ;,:!:)6&!(5&!2++,-(4&0(!+5,/.6!3&j!
•! ;,:!2++,-(4&0(!+5,/.6!*2-9!39!'./+(&-!

!
L5).&! 20+:&-)01! %)-+(! =/&+(),08! :&! .,,H&6! 2(! '2(&1,-9!
)47,-(20'&! @k! ,%! 32+H&(+d+(,-&A! (,! )6&0()%9! :5&-&! (5&-&! )+!
4,-&! 0&&6! ,%! -201&#! >,-! &#1#! )%! 2! '2(&1,-9! l! 52+! `aaa!
32+H&(+d+(,-&!)0!'./+(&-!R!206!]aaa!32+H&(+d+(,-&!)0!'./+(&-!`8!
(5&0!'./+(&-!`!0&&6+!4,-&!-201&dGYm!(,!3&!4&-'5206)+&6!%,-!
'2(&1,-9!l#!
!
>,-! .,,H)01!2(!2++,-(4&0(!*2-)2(),08!:&!.,,H&6!2(!'/+(,4&-!
7-,%).&+!2(!'./+(&-!.&*&.#!i9!'/+(,4&-!7-,%).&!:&!4&20!+,'),E
&',0,4)'! '.2++! +&14&0(! G,8! 2! 4,-&! 7-&4)/4! './+(&-! :)..!
52*&!4,-&!7-&4)/4!-201&!)0!(5&!'2(&1,-9!2+!',472-&!(,!.&++!
7-&4)/4!'./+(&-#!
!
_,,-!7&-%,-4)01!.)0&+!)0!&2'5!'./+(&-!:2+!)6&0()%)&6!32+&6!,0!
7-,6/'(!7&-%,-420'&!2)6)01!)(!:)(5!7-,%)(E42-1)0!62(2#!
!

L)(5! (5)+! 277-,2'5! ,%! -201&! -&',44&062(),08! 0,0E!
7&-%,-4)01! .)0&+! 2(! './+(&-! .&*&.! :&-&! -&',44&06&6! %,-!
6&.)+(#!B5)+!)472'(&6!2!.,:&-!+(,'H!(,!+2.&+!-2(),8!(5/+!+2*)01!
+(,'H!',+(!(,!-&(2).&-#!
! !

J#! F$!'+&A($!!
B5)+! 727&-! ',0+)6&-&6! (:,! 277-,2'5&+! (,! +(,-&! 1-,/7)01!
024&.9e! P)++),0! 32+&68! 206! _-,6/'(! 7&-%,-420'&! 32+&6#!
$2'5!(&'50)=/&!52+!6)%%&-&0(!277-,2'5!,%!'./+(&-)018!4)++),0E
32+&6!277-,2'5!.,,H+!2(!4/.()7.&!2((-)3/(&+!)#&#!4)++),0!206!
+(,-&! 2((-)3/(&+! @+)<&8! ()4&! ,%! 7/-'52+&A! (,! )6&0()%9! +(,-&!
1-,/7+!:)(5!+)4).2-!3&52*),-#!_-,6/'(!32+&6!277-,2'5!.,,H+!
2(! (5&! 4,+(! 1-20/.2-! .&*&.! ,%! 62(2! (,! )6&0()%9! '/+(,4&-!
7-&%&-&0'&+! *2-)2(),0! 24,01! +(,-&+#! G)0'&! (5&! ,3W&'()*&! ,%!
+(,-&!1-,/7)01!5&-&!:2+!-201&!6)%%&-&0'&!206!7-,6/'(E32+&6!
277-,2'5!12*&!3&((&-!-201&!6)%%&-&0'&8!+,!(5)+!277-,2'5!:2+!
+&.&'(&6#! B5&-&! ',/.6! 3&! 20,(5&-! ,3W&'()*&! 2+!:&..! %,-! &#1#!
7-)'&!7&-'&7(),08! +(,-&! '272')(98! '.)42()'! ',06)(),0! &('#!G,8!
:52(!2((-)3/(&!(,!3&!/+&6!%,-!+(,-&!1-,/7)01!+5,/.6!3&!6-)*&0!
39! (5&! ,3W&'()*&! ,%! (5&! 3/+)0&++! =/&+(),0#! B5&!
-&',44&062(),0!(52(!:&!52*&!7-,*)6&6!(,!-&(2).&-!2-&!3&)01!
)47.&4&0(&68!+,!0&?(!',/-+&!,%!2'(),0!:)..!3&!(,!2++&++!(5&!
)472'(!,%!-201&!'5201&+#!L&!2.+,!7.20!(,!-&*)+)(!(5&!'./+(&-)01!
(,! +&&! )472'(! ,%!F,*)6! )0! '/+(,4&-! 3&52*),-2.! '5201&+8! )%!
209#!
!

K*=*#*!'*A!
NOP)Q2>M2;)*RS)-:59:8@?2;)1RS)':C28)$R)JTUOVK)#<9:2>)A948<)A<M6<59:9245)G48)
":8M<9)1:8C<925MR)(5W)L<85<8)LR)J<@3K),@E:5;<3)25)%:9:)12525MW)
,77>2;:92453):5@)"H<48<92;:>),37<;93R)('%1)TUOVR)+<;9F8<)!49<3)25)
'467F9<8)A;2<5;<S)E4>)XOYVR)A7825M<8S)'H:6R)H9973WZZ@42R48MZOUROUU[ZX[\]
^]^OX]TUXOU]_`^)
NTP)H9973WZZBBBR8<><a34>F92453R;46Z8<34F8;<3ZBHD];:9<M48D]6:5:M<6<59]
3H4F>@]:>B:D3]39:89]B29H]I<H:E248:>];>F39<825MZ)
N^P)),>E:)*8B25S)#:b)LR)/47:>:5S)!R#R),;HF9H:5S)c,)Q49946&7)L84b<;9245)
Q:3<@),>M4829H6)G48)12525M).2MH)&92>29D)(9<63<93dS)(5)L84;<<@25M3)4G)9H<)
T5@)259<85:9245:>)B48C3H47)45)(59<M8:925M):892G2;2:>)259<>>2M<5;<):5@)@:9:)
62525MS)TUU[S)e4>R)\_W)^]OOR))
N_P)))+2F)fRS)gH:2)-RS)h)L<@8D;?)iR),5)26784E<@):334;2:9245)8F><3)62525M)
6<9H4@R)*a7<89)AD39<63)B29H),77>2;:92453S)TUOT)^XJOKWO^YTjO^[_R)
@42WOUROUOYZbR)<3B:RTUOORU\RUO\R)
NVP)))'R.Rk)%25MS)f)=)H<S).)0)gH:)<9):>S)c,)625)6:a);F9):>M4829H6)
G48)M8:7H)7:892924525M):5@)@:9:);>F39<825MdS)L84;R)$G)('%1)TUUO)
NYP)))"2:5)gH:5MS)#:MHF)#:6:C823H5:5S)12845+2E5DS)Q(#'.W):5)<GG2;2<59))
@:9:);>F39<825M)6<9H4@)G48)E<8D)>:8M<)@:9:I:3<3S)L84;<<@25M3)))4G)9H<)OXXY)
,'1)A(/1$%) 259<85:9245:>) ;45G<8<5;<) 45)1:5:M<6<59) 4G) @:9:S) 7ROU^]
OO_S)lF5<)U_]UYS)
N[P) gH:5MS) QRS) <9) :>RS) TUOTR) L',]3FI37:;<) 6<9H4@) m) 23) 29) M44@) <54FMH)
G485<9B48C]B2@<) :546:>D) @<9<;9245R) (5W) !<9B48C) $7<8:92453)
:5@1:5:M<6<59)AD67432F6)J!$1AKS)(***R)
N\P) /82E:S) ,5:39:32:n) Q:8@:C2S) '><47:98:n) L:5:M24923S) A:8:59474F>43n) :5@)
L:7:C282:C474F>43S)%2629823S)o,)%,",)1(!(!/]Q,A*%)=#,1*i$#-)
"$) (%*!"(=0) A.$LL(!/) 1(AA($!Ao) 25) 14>:S) +RS) ':8FM:92S) ,SR)
-4CC25:C2S) ,RS) L4F>4F@2S) !RS) J<@3K) JTUO_K)!"#$%%&'()*+ #,+ -.%+ /-.+
0%&'-%""1(%1(+ 2#(,%"%($%+ #(+ 3(,#"41-'#(+ 56*-%4*S) e<845:S) (9:>DS)
A<79<6I<8)U^]UVR)'%]#$1R)(AQ!W)X[\]\\]Y[\[]T[^]TR)
NXP)A:82<>).:8]L<><@):5@)Q:8@2:)A:@82R).4B)G:39)23)9H<)C]6<:53)6<9H4@p)(5)
A$%,)qUVW)L84;<<@25M3)4G)9H<)32a9<<59H):55F:>),'1]A(,1)3D67432F6)45)
%23;8<9<):>M4829H63S)7:M<3)\[[j\\VS)LH2>:@<>7H2:S)L,S)&A,S)TUUVR)A4;2<9D)
G48)(5@F3982:>):5@),77>2<@)1:9H<6:92;3)
NOUP)%:E2@),89HF8):5@)A<8M<2)e:332>E293C22S)C]6<:53rrW)"H<),@E:59:M<3)4G)
':8<GF>) A<<@25MS! H9973WZZ9H<48DR39:5G48@R<@FZs3<8M<2Z7:7<83ZC1<:53LL]
34@:R7@G)
NOOP)H9973WZZBBBRM<<C3G48M<<C3R48MZ6>]C]6<:53]:>M4829H6Z)
NOTP)H9973WZZ:8a2ER48MZG97Z:8a2EZ7:7<83ZOXOTZOXOTRUUY_^R7@G)
NO^P)AR)i4>@S)-R)*3I<53<5S):5@)LR)/<>:@2S)cL825;27:>);46745<59):5:>D323Sd)
'H<646<982;3):5@)259<>>2M<59)>:I48:948D)3D39<63S)E4>R)TS)54R)O]^S)77R)^[jVTS)
OX\[R)
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!

!
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Abstract — In spite of showing unreasonable effectiveness
in modalities like Text and Image, Deep Learning has always
lagged Gradient Boosting in tabular data—both in popularity
and performance. But recently there have been newer models
created specifically for tabular data, which is pushing the
performance bar. But popularity is still a challenge because
there is no easy, ready-to-use library like Sci-Kit Learn for
deep learning. PyTorch Tabular is a new deep learning library
which makes working with Deep Learning and tabular data
easy and fast. It is a library built on top of PyTorch and
PyTorch Lightning and works on pandas dataframes directly.
Many SOTA models like NODE and TabNet are already
integrated and implemented in the library with a unified API.
PyTorch Tabular is designed to be easily extensible for
researchers, simple for practitioners, and robust in industrial
deployments. The library is available at
https://github.com/manujosephv/pytorch_tabular

Keywords—Tabular, Deep Learning, Machine Learning,
PyTorch

I. INTRODUCTION

The unreasonable effectiveness of Deep Learning that
was displayed in many other modalities—like text[1] and
image[2]—have not been thoroughly demonstrated in
tabular data. Despite being the most used data type in
real-world problems, tabular modality is relatively less
explored in Deep Learning literature. The state-of-the-art
performance in many problems with tabular data is often
achieved by “shallow” models, such as gradient boosted
decision trees (GBDT)[3] (XGBoost[4], LightGBM[5],
CatBoost[6]). If “performance” is one dimension along
which GBDTs beat Deep Learning approaches, “popularity”
is another. If we look at the different machine learning
competitions (e.g. Kaggle), we can see the popularity of
GBDTs, which are almost always part of the winning
solutions.

The past few years, we have seen an increased interest in
this modality and many works address this modality to push
the state-of-the-art. Deep Forest[7], TabNN[8], TabNet[9],
Neural Oblivious Decision Ensembles[10] are just a few
architectures proposed specifically for tabular modality. Out
of these, NODE and TabNet has shown to beat the GBDT
baselines as well.

1 https://github.com/manujosephv/pytorch_tabular
2 https://pytorch-tabular.readthedocs.io/en/latest/
While research has started to push the “performance”

bar on tabular data, the “popularity” bar is still low. One of
the primary reasons behind this is the lack of support on the

software side of things. Training Deep Learning models are
still and involved process with quite a bit of software
engineering required. When this is compared to the ease
Scikit-learn[11] and other libraries adopting the Scikit-learn
API provides practitioners, we get a clue as to why
popularity of Deep Learning for Tabular data is still low.

PyTorch Tabular is a library which aims to make Deep
Learning with Tabular data easy and accessible to real-world
cases and research alike. The core principles behind the
design of the library are:

▪ Low Resistance Usability

▪ Easy Customization

▪ Scalable and Easier to Deploy

PyTorch Tabular attempts to make the “software
engineering” part of working with Neural Networks as easy
and effortless as possible and let you focus on the model. It
also hopes to unify the different developments in the
Tabular space into a single framework with a unified API
that will work with different state-of-the-art models. It also
provides an easily extensible BaseModel to aid Deep
Learning researchers create new architectures for tabular
data.

PyTorch Tabular is built on the shoulders of giants like
PyTorch[12], PyTorch Lightning[13], and Pandas[14]. The
library is released under the MIT license and is available on
GitHub1. Detailed documentation and tutorials are available
on documentation page2.

II. RELATED WORK

The ML community has a strong culture of building
open-source tools, which both accelerated research and
adoption of new techniques in the industry. Tensorflow[15],
PyTorch, and similar frameworks started the journey of
abstraction of Deep Learning implementation by providing
automatic differentiation, pre-built fundamental blocks of
Neural Networks etc. PyTorch Lightning came in and
abstracted away the training loop for PyTorch and enabled
easy and scalable training. PyTorch Tabular takes that
journey of abstraction to the next level by providing domain
specific abstraction layer.

The concept of having domain specific abstractions to
train neural network models originated from fastai[16] and
fastai.tabular provides an easy-to-use API for training deep
learning models for tabular data. But where PyTorch
Tabular is different is in the fact that it is a strongly
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de-coupled implementation and relies on standard
components like Base PyTorch layers, optimizers and loss
functions. The training loop is handled by Pytorch
Lightning, which is also growing to be a standard in the
community. This makes PyTorch Tabular much more
extensible for custom use cases.

Fig. 1. PyTorch Tabular is built on strong foundations of tried and tested
frameworks.

III. LIBRARY DESIGN

PyTorch Tabular is designed to make the standard
modelling pipeline easy enough for practitioners as well as
standard enough for production deployment. In addition to
that, it also has a focus on customization to enable wide
usage in research.

Pytorch Tabular has adopted a ‘config-driven’ approach
to satisfy these objectives.

A. Config Driven

There are 5 config files which drives the whole process-
1. DataConfig – DataConfig is where you define the

parameters regarding how you manage data within
your pipeline. We distinguish between categorical
and continuous features, decide the normalization,
or feature transformations, etc. in this config.

2. ModelConfig – There is a separate ModelConfig
defined for each model that is implemented in
PyTorch Tabular. It inherits from a base
ModelConfig which holds common parameters like
task (classification or regression), learning_rate,
loss, metrics, etc. Each model that is implemented
inherits these parameters and adds model specific
hyperparameters to the config. By choosing the
corresponding ModelConfig, Pytorch Tabular
automatically initializes the right model.

3. TrainerConfig—TrainerConfig handles all the
parameters to control your training process, and
most of these parameters are passed down to the
PyTorch Lightning layer. You can set parameters
like batch_size, max_epochs, early_stopping, etc. in
here.

4. OptimizerConfig—Optimizers and Learning Rate
Schedulers are another integral part in training a
neural network. These configurations can be done
using the OptimizerConfig.

5. ExperimentConfig - Experiment Tracking is almost
an essential part of machine learning. It is critical in

upholding reproducibility. PyTorch Tabular
embraces this and supports experiment tracking
internally. Currently, PyTorch Tabular supports two
experiment Tracking Framework—Tensorboard and
Weights & Biases.

Tensorboard logging is barebones. PyTorch Tabular
just logs the losses and metrics to Tensorboard.
W&B tracking is much more feature rich - in
addition to tracking losses and metrics, it can also
track the gradients of the different layers, logits of
your model across epochs, etc.

These config files can be set programmatically as well as
through YAML files, which makes this easy for both Data
Scientists and ML Engineers.

B. BaseModel
PyTorch Tabular uses an abstract

class—BaseModel—which implements the standard part of
any model definition like loss and metric calculation, etc.
This class serves as a template on which any other model is
implemented and ensures smooth interoperability between
the model and the training engine. Inheriting this class, the
only two methods that a new model must implement are the
model initialization part and the forward pass. And in case
you need to do something non-standard in the loss
calculation, all you have to do is overwrite the
corresponding methods in your model definition.

C. Data Module
PyTorch Tabular uses Data Module, as defined by

Pytorch Lightning, to unify and standardize the data
processing. It encompasses the preprocessing, label
encoding, categorical encoding, feature transformations,
target transformations, etc. and also ensures the same data
processing is applied to train and validation splits, as well as
new and unseen data. It provides PyTorch dataloaders for
training and inference.

D. TabularModel
TabularModel is the core component which brings

together the configs, initializes the right model, the data
module, and handles the train and prediction functions with
methods like ‘fit’ and ‘predict’.

Fig. 2. Overall Structure of PyTorch Tabular

IV. IMPLEMENTED MODELS AND UNIFIED API
PyTorch Tabular has implemented a few state-of-the-art

model architectures and unified them with a single,
easy-to-use API which is well suited for rapid iterations. For
Deep Learning to gain popularity among practitioners, it is
important to be able to provide an easily used API which
can compare to the ease of use given by the “Scikit-learn”
APIs.
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The models which are currently implemented in PyTorch
Tabular are:

A. CategoryEmbeddingModel
This is a standard feed-forward network with

the categorical features passed through a learnable
embedding layer. The model architecture is very
similar to the Tabular model in fastai with BatchNorm
and Dropout Layers in between standard linear layers.

B. Neural Oblivious Decision Ensembles (NODE)
NODE[10] is a model architecture presented in ICLR

2020 and shown to beat tuned GBDT models on several
datasets. It uses a Neural equivalent of Oblivious Trees (the
kind of trees CatBoost[6] uses) as the basic building blocks
of the architecture.

There are two variants of this algorithm implemented in
PyTorch Tabular—NODEModel and
CategoryEmbeddingNODEModel. The only difference is in
the way categorical features are treated. In NODEModel, the
categorical features are encoded using
LeaveOneOutEncoding[17] (as suggested by the authors)
and in CategoryEmbeddingNODEModel the categorical
embeddings are learned from data.

C. TabNet
TabNet is a model architecture which deviates from the

tree-based hybrid design philosophy and uses Sparse
Attention in multiple steps of decision making to model the
output. The architecture consists of sequential learnable
decision steps which includes feature selection using a
learnable mask. The multiple steps create higher
representations of the input data which is used for the final
task.

D. Usage
The basic usage is fairly simple. Below is an example.

We define the configs and select the
CategoryEmbeddingModelConfig as the model config. All
the parameters have intelligent defaults so that you can get
started as soon as possible.

Now that the configs are defined, we can put it all together
in a TabularModel.

The TabularModel takes in the configs and sets up the
whole modelling pipeline. Now We just need to call the fit
method and pass the train and test dataframes. We can also
pass in validation dataframe. But if omitted, TabularModel
will separate 20% (also configurable) at random from the
data as validation.

By default, EarlyStopping is enabled and is
monitoring validation loss with a patience of 3 epochs. The
trainer also saves the best model (based on validation loss)
and loads that model at the end of training. TrainerConfig
has the parameters to tweak this default behaviour.

After the training, there are three actions that you
usually take in a typical modelling pipeline.

1. Evaluate the model on some new data

2. Get predictions on new data

3. Save and Load the Model

Detailed documentation and tutorials for common
tasks are present in the documentation.

V. CONCLUSION

Deep Learning for tabular data is gaining popularity in
the research community as well as the industry and in the
face of growing popularity, it is essential to have a unified
and easy to use API for tabular data, similar to what
scikit-learn has done for classical machine learning
algorithms. PyTorch Tabular is hoping to fill in that space
and reduce the barrier for entry in using new state-of-the-art
deep learning model architectures in industry use cases. It
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also hopes to reduce the “engineering” work for researchers
who are working on new model architectures.

VI. FUTURE WORK

PyTorch Tabular is a relatively new library and will
continue to grow. We actively invite contributors to help
maintain and grow the library. Future roadmap is available
on the Github Readme. The items are along the below three
paradigms:

1. Adding new models

2. Integrating Hyperparameter Tuning

3. Adding Text and Image modalities for multi-modal
problems.

4. Adding new preprocessing techniques
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Abstract—Millions of people have been infected by the 
coronavirus disease of 2019 (COVID-19) and lost their lives to it 
despite various measures to curb the same. To make the 
situation worse, a traditional observational method of in-person 
reporting cannot be used because it poses a risk for the observer 
to catch the infection. Social Distancing and Face Mask 
compliance, therefore, remain vital measures to curb the spread 
of COVID-19. We propose an end-to-end solution that can 
monitor different social distancing and face mask compliance 
metrics and be deployed efficiently in Python using open-source 
libraries. It is scalable and enables the users to implement the 
solution at a large scale, i.e., cover a broader area using multiple 
live camera feeds simultaneously. Our solution precisely 
calculates the distance between two people or objects by 
mapping the 2-dimensional pixel distances to 3-dimensional 
actual distances. These attributes make our solution unique, and 
it can be deployed for usage in various situations and locations 
such as shopping malls, supermarkets, large workspaces, 
manufacturing facilities, etc. which can help to dampen the 
effect of COVID-19 as early as possible 

Keywords— OpenCV, YOLOv3, DeepSORT, Person Detection 
& Tracking, Multiprocessing, Face Mask Detection, Social 
distancing, COVID-19 

I. INTRODUCTION 
COVID-19 struck the world in late December 2019, which 

is believed to be originated in Wuhan, China. As the virus 
proliferated worldwide, the World Health Organization 
(WHO) characterised COVID-19 as a pandemic on 11th 
March 2020. During this pandemic, multiple governmental 
leaders introduced lockdown and quarantine to suppress the 
spread of the disease. Around the end of March 2020, 2.6 
billion people, one-third of the world's population, were under 
some type of lockdown. As of 15th January 2021, according 
to the cases reported to WHO, there are 91,492,398 confirmed 
cases, including 1,979,507 deaths worldwide.  

Various health care organizations, medical experts have 
put their best efforts to develop a vaccine to fight COVID-19. 
The WHO issued some basic guidelines that include wearing 
masks and maintaining social distancing, i.e., maintaining a 
distance of 6. The main reason for this was that the virus takes 
up to 7 days to show symptoms. Till then, a person doesn't 
know if he/she has been affected or not. Even some people are 
asymptomatic to COVID-19. To stop the spread of this 
disease, these guidelines were implemented by the 
government of various countries. Vaccines are out in the 
market, and the vaccination process has been started, but for 
every person to get the vaccine throughout the world will 
require plenty of time. So it all comes down to slowing the rate 
of spreading the virus; otherwise, the hospitals will be 
overburdened, and things will deteriorate at a much faster 
pace. So given the situation, currently, the best solution is to 

follow the given guidelines by WHO. Research shows that we 
can flatten the curve if there are controlled measures.  

Due to the deteriorating economy, the lockdown was lifted 
in most geographies of the world. People rushed to malls, 
parks, and various other public places to help them deal with 
their mental health, which became a big concern for society 
during the lockdown. Our proposed solution will help the 
authorities of shopping malls, factories, restaurants, etc., to 
monitor if people follow the guidelines given by WHO in real-
time and can be deployed to large scale public places 
efficiently.  

A lot of research and development has already been done 
in this area. Many authors have proposed deep learning-based 
models to monitor face mask compliance and maintenance of 
social distancing among the public. Most of these solutions are 
a proof of concept. They can't be deployed in real life on an 
extensive scale network of CCTV cameras; hence we came up 
with an end to end solution with a few novel addons so that 
the system can be put to use in real-time on an extensive 
network of CCTV cameras and help curb the spread of 
COVID-19. 

II. RELATED WORK 
Most medical and pharmaceutical companies have been 

researching and trying to develop vaccines to treat COVID-
19. Many pharmaceutical companies have recently launched 
their vaccine in a few countries for emergency use on a 
priority basis for the elderly and frontline workers. While 
these vaccines reach out to every individual globally, social 
distancing remains the most reliable and safest technique to 
curb the spreading of COVID-19 disease. 

In December 2019, the initial cases of COVID-19 emerged 
in the city of Wuhan, China. As the spread of this infectious 
disease could not be contained, social distancing opted as the 
primary measure on 23rd January 2020 [1]. Within a month, 
the virus outbreak from Wuhan gained a peak in China in the 
first week of February, with close to 2,000 - 4,000 new cases 
being confirmed per day. After complying with social 
distancing norms, wearing masks, and other lockdown 
measures, there was some relief as no new positive cases were 
reported for five consecutive – from 18th March 2020 to 23rd 
March 2020 [2]. Hence, it is evident that the use of face masks, 
strict and correct social distancing measures imposed in China 
in the initial phases of the viral spread were beneficial. 
Therefore, these were later adopted worldwide to contain the 
community spread of COVID-19. 

The conditions of the United States were studied by 
Adolph et al. [3], indicating the failure of adoption of social 
distancing measures at an early stage by the government 
resulted in harming a large number of human lives. The 
economic activities of the country were also shaken. 
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Following this study's steps, the relation between the region's 
financial status and the strictness of social distancing 
regulations in the country were observed and studied by Kylie 
et al. [4]. This study stipulated that intermediate levels of 
activities can avoid a massive outbreak of COVID-19. 

The effects of social distancing measures on the 
widespread COVID-19 pandemic were studied by Prem et al. 
[5]. The authors used synthetic location-specific contact 
patterns to mimic this viral outbreak's growth trajectory using 
susceptible-exposed-infected-removed (SEIR) models. They 
suggested an earlier secondary peak could be seen in sudden 
and premature removal of social distancing norms, which 
could be reduced by gradually relaxing the interventions [5]. 
Hence, even though social distancing is logically, physically, 
and economically painful, it remains an essential measure to 
flatten the COVID-19 spread curve. 

After the widespread of this pandemic across the globe, 
every country has been following and implementing various 
guidelines and regulations to contain this spread of the virus 
[6], [7], [8]. Many developing countries such as India made 
use of Bluetooth and GPS to track and locate the spread and 
presence of COVID-19 patients in a specified area. The Indian 
government launched Arogya Setu App, which uses Bluetooth 
and GPS to help people maintain a safe distance from people 
already infected by COVID-19 [9]. At the same time, it also 
helps a person to self-diagnose in case they have COVID-19 
symptoms. A few law enforcement departments used drone 
technology and high-quality video surveillance cameras to 
detect and avoid vast gatherings of people so that apt and 
timely regulatory measures can be taken to stop them [10], 
[11]. This manual intervention by law enforcement helped to 
flatten the spread-curve in some situations. Still, it 
simultaneously brought various threats to public health and 
many health and exposure challenges to the frontline workers. 

Human object detection from CCTV cameras is an already 
established area of work that depends upon various manual 
methods of identifying unusual activities inside the video 
footage from surveillance cameras; however, this domain has 
minimal capabilities [12]. Various recent advancements have 
led to intelligent systems to detect and capture human objects, 
their poses, motions, and activities. Even though perfect 
human object detection is an aspiring objective, because of 
different constraints such as clothing, lighting, complex 
backgrounds, low-resolution of the video cameras, varying 
human poses, and limited machine computer vision 
capabilities, wherein precedent knowledge on these 
challenges can improve the object detection performance [13]. 

Object detection problems have been effectively 
performed by recent development in this field using advanced 
techniques. Starting from Convolutional neural networks 
(CNN), region-based CNN [14] and faster region-based CNN 
[15] made use of region proposal mechanisms to produce the 
objectness score anterior to its classification, and later it 
generates the bounding boxes around the detected object for 
visualizing them and for various other statistical examinations 
[16]. All these traditional research works were a part of the 
last decade. These algorithms require huge amounts of 
training time; hence even though they are efficient and 
excellent in terms of accuracy, we look for alternative 
methods. These CNN based algorithms make use of 
classification as their backbone. On the other hand, a different 
approach was followed by YOLO, which makes use of 
regression techniques to separate the bounding boxes 

dimensionally and predict the objects' class probabilities [17]. 
This object detection module manifests powerful 
generalization capabilities of representing an entire image 
[18]. 

Based on the described research results, many similar 
research findings have been reported in the last few years. One 
of the promising research areas was People-Crowd counting, 
and it had various societal, industrial, and market applications. 
Chen et al. [19] focused on a technique of electronic 
advertising application that uses the concept of crowd 
counting. Eshel et al. [20] proposed performing counting of 
people and crowd detection by suggesting multiple height 
transformations for head top detection. These authors manage 
to solve the problems associated with occlusions inside the 
video feeds. In a similar kind of application, a machine vision-
based person counting model was proposed by Chih-Wen et 
al. [21]. 

After the rise of neural networks and deep learning 
techniques, video analytics and video surveillance have 
become huge research and development areas. A lot of 
publicly available datasets are being consumed for various 
machine vision applications. Researchers at the University of 
Oxford have proposed a dataset named performance 
evaluation of tracking and surveillance (PETS) [22] for 
machine vision research comprising a large number of 
datasets for different kinds of tasks in the field of computer 
vision, KTH human motion dataset [23] consists of 6 
categories of activities. In comparison, another Weizmann 
human action dataset [24] contains ten types of actions. We 
have used two datasets in our current work, one for human 
object detection and the other for correct/in-correct face mask 
identification. Common Objects In Context (COCO) dataset 
[25] and VictorLin000's face mask dataset [26] have been 
used respectively to train models for accurate person detection 
and correct/in-correct face mask classification. 

Computer vision and Deep Learning have managed to turn 
simple network CCTV cameras into "smart" surveillance 
cameras that can be used to monitor whether people are 
following social distancing and mask guidelines correctly or 
not, along with their traditional use as security cameras. These 
systems require object detection and tracking algorithms to 
precisely monitor, track, and check for guidelines' 
compliance. Although many researchers have already worked 
in this field recently, the majority of the proposed solutions 
are limited to small scale applications working on very few 
CCTV cameras and consuming high CPU and GPU 
computing power. After understanding and exploring the 
related works, we realized that object detection applications 
could be applied to humans to detect them inside a video feed, 
and an approach of classification can be used to monitor 
people not wearing masks or wearing masks improperly. We 
can develop an end-to-end solution to help curb the spread of 
the COVID-19 virus across the globe. 
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III. METHODOLOGY 
We propose an end-to-end solution that is based on: You 

Only Look Once (YOLO) v3 architecture, Simple Online and 
Realtime Tracking with a Deep Association Metric 
(DeepSORT) algorithm, and Open Source Computer Vision 
Library (OpenCV). It provides us with the following 
functionalities: 

a. ability to monitor different social distancing and face 
mask compliance metrics 

b. flexibility to deploy an efficient and cost-effective 
system in Python using open-source libraries 
supported on multiple architectures 

c. scalability enabling the users to implement the 
solution at a large scale, i.e., cover a broader area 
using various live camera feeds simultaneously 
through multiprocessing and threading modules 

Our solution also solves the inherent problem of precisely 
calculating the distances among people by mapping the 2-
dimensional pixel distances (captured by the camera) to 3-
dimensional actual distances based on the concepts of 
geometry and mathematical approximations. 

A. Person Detection 
Our objective is to accurately detect humans using existing 

object detection models, keeping in mind the various types of 
challenges such as low quality of CCTV footages, variations 
in clothes, postures present at far and close distances 
with/without occlusion and under different lighting 
conditions. To fulfill this objective, we have used the YOLO 
v3 model trained on the COCO dataset to filter out the 
"person" class. Joseph Redmon et al. introduced You look 
only once, also known as YOLO, in 2015 [27]. Later, some 
improvements were made, and YOLOv2 & YOLOv3 were 
introduced in 2016 [28] & 2018 [29], respectively. Darknet-
53 is the backbone of YOLOv3. It is used as a feature extractor 
for training a deep neural network. It predicts an object's type 
and location by looking only once at the image and considers 
the object detection problem as a regression task instead of 
classification to assign class probabilities to the anchor boxes. 
A single convolutional network simultaneously predicts 
multiple bounding boxes and class probabilities. YOLOv3 
uses three scale predictions, i.e., it has three output layers that 
provide projections based on three different scales. 

B. Person Tracking 
As per the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention 

(CDC) guidelines [30], if two or more people stay within 6 
feet, they violate social distancing compliance. Hence, post 
detecting humans using YOLOv3, the DeepSORT algorithm 
[31] is used to track all the people appearing in the CCTV 
footage. 

The DeepSORT algorithm is based on a deep learning 
approach and is used to track objects in a video. In our 
solution, DeepSORT is being utilized to track the individuals 
present in the CCTV footage. It uses patterns learned via 
detected objects in the images and combines them with the 
temporal information for predicting associated trajectories of 
the objects of interest. It keeps track of each item under 
consideration by mapping unique identifiers for further 
statistical analysis. DeepSORT also handles the associated 
challenges with object tracking, such as occlusion, multiple 
viewpoints, non-stationary cameras, and annotating training 
data. Kalman filter and the Hungarian algorithm are used in 
DeepSORT for effectively tracking objects. The Kalman 
filter, used recursively, improves the association and predicts 
future positions based on the current position. On the other 
hand, the Hungarian algorithm is mainly used for association 
and id attribution. It identifies if an object in the current frame 
is the same as in the previous frame. 

C. Social Distancing 
The person detection and tracing results obtained using 

YOLOv3 and DeepSORT are further processed to check 
social distancing compliance. The bounding box coordinates 
of objects detected as "person" class and their respective 
probability scores are passed as an input to the DeepSORT 
tracking module, which keeps updating the location of these 
objects and tracks their movement while they stay inside the 
region of interest. Time (T) for each unique object detected as 
"person" class is measured to keep track of the duration they 
stay in contact with other objects of the "person" class while 
violating the minimum distance required for social distancing. 

To check whether the minimum distance required for 
social distancing is maintained, the 3-dimensional distance 
between each pair of persons needs to be calculated while 
keeping track of their movement. 3-dimensional Euclidean 
Distance is used to measure the distance between a pair of 
objects, i.e., the distance between 2 persons in our case. To 
accurately calculate this 3-dimensional distance, we use the 
following approach:  

a. Using the coordinates of the top-left edge, height, 
and width of a bounding box (obtained by YOLOv3), 
we calculate the x and y coordinates of the centroid 
of each bounding box. 

b. As a person walks away from the CCTV camera in a 
real-world setting, the width of his/her bounding box 
(created by YOLOv3) decreases. In other words, the 
distance from the CCTV camera is inversely 
proportional to the width of the bounding box of the 
objects. As a result, the inverse of width is a proxy 

Fig. 2. Output from person detection and person tracking modules. 

Fig. 1. Schematic representation of YOLOv3 architecture. 
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for the distance of an object from the CCTV camera 
or the centroid's z coordinate. We can normalize this 
value range to be in coherence with x and y 
coordinates using a scale factor. 

 = (
1
ℎ) ∗   

c. Using the coordinates (x, y, z) of the centroids, 3-
dimensional Euclidean distance is calculated among 
all the persons detected in a single frame and stored 
in a distance matrix. 

d. The distance matrix will contain distance values in 
pixel units, which are converted to real-world 
distances using the unitary method. For each pair of 
persons, the height of the bounding box of the person 
closest to the camera (h) is considered and is 
assumed to be equivalent to 5.25 feet (average height 
of human beings). Then the real-world distance 
between the two persons (D) can be calculated from 
the pixel distance (d) using: 

= (
5.25
ℎ ) ∗  

Using the real-world 3-D distances between a pair of 
persons and the duration they stay in contact, we calculate the 
social distancing compliance metric for each pair of persons 
as follows:  

D. Face Mask Detection 
For face mask detection, we used darknet-53 based 

YOLOv3 model trained on the COCO dataset as a feature 
extractor. The head of this deep neural network is re-trained 
using transfer learning to classify and predict three custom 
classes: 

a. "Mask" class - refers to a person wearing the mask 
correctly 

b. "No Mask" class - refers to a person not wearing a 
mask at all 

c. "Incorrect Mask" class - refers to a person partially 
wearing the mask (for example, below the nose) 

A pre-annotated open-source dataset [26] containing 678 
images of people with and without masks labeled as "good", 
"bad" and "none" was used to re-train the YOLOv3 model 
using transfer learning. 

 

E. Scaling up our solution 
Scalability is defined as the property of a system to be able 

to handle a growing amount of work. We have made our 
solution scalable hence it can be implemented industry-wide, 
i.e., from small retail shops (having 2-3 CCTV cameras) to 
huge manufacturing facilities (having 50+ CCTV cameras). 

The individual social distancing and mask violation 
detection modules, as explained above, are packaged together 
using Python and OpenCV [32]. The OpenCV module is used 
to read, and process live video feeds from multiple CCTV 
cameras simultaneously with the help of Python's 
multithreading capabilities. The live CCTV camera feeds are 
captured using the OpenCV's VideoCapture class, which uses 
Real Time Streaming Protocol (RTSP) to read and decode the 
video frames. 

In general, the CCTV cameras have a frame rate of 15-30 
frames per second (FPS), and as we are working with multiple 
cameras, they can all have different frame rates. Also, 
processing each frame of all the cameras would make it 
practically impossible to run the solution on a personal 
computer system and require a server-grade system. 
Therefore, while all frames are continuously read, only a 

Fig. 4. Conversion of 2-D pixel distances to 3-D real-world distances. 

Fig. 5. Sample images from pre-annotated open-source face mask dataset. Fig. 3. Relation between width of bounding boxes and distance of objects 
from camera. 

Fig. 6. Workflow for custom YOLOv3 based face mask detection 
module. 
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single frame is processed every 2 seconds for a single camera. 
To read and process the video feeds from all these cameras 
simultaneously, multithreading functionality is used. The 
OpenCV's VideoCapture class has three methods to read and 
process frames from a camera device or a video file, namely: 

a. read() - reads and decodes a frame of a video feed 

b. grab() - reads a frame of a video feed 

c. retrieve() - decodes a frame of a video feed 

Reading a frame is not a compute-intensive task, while 
decoding a frame is highly compute-intensive. Therefore, the 
grab() method is executed faster as compared to the read() 
method, and the frame read using the grab() method can be 
decoded using the retrieve() method if needed. The frames 
from all the cameras are read simultaneously using the grab() 
method running on separate background threads (one thread 
for each camera). 

This way, live video feeds from multiple cameras are read 
in parallel, which helps us overcome the IO bottleneck. Once 
all the video feeds start getting captured by the background 
threads, they are passed on to the social distancing and mask 
violation detection modules running on the main thread with 
the help of the 'queue' module. It module uses multiple 
consumer and producer queue data structures and enables the 
sharing of data between threads safely and efficiently. It 
follows the First In First Out (FIFO) rule, i.e., the data item 
inserted first is processed first. Each background thread uses 
the put() method to insert a frame in the queue, and it is fetched 
using the get() method by the main thread for processing and 
calculating mask and social distancing violations. 

Apart from using all the above techniques to efficiently 
use the system's resources, the GPU version of the OpenCV 
library is used. Further, OpenCV's DNN module's 
readFromDarkNet(), blobFromImages(), and setInput() 
methods are used to prepare a batch of images for inferencing 
and prediction by social distancing and mask detection 
modules. 

To summarize, we use multithreading and batch 
processing concepts along with OpenCV's DNN module with 
GPU support to efficiently process all the live CCTV camera 
feeds simultaneously close to real-time 

IV. RESULTS 
The social distancing and mask violation system was 

tested on sample videos obtained from Twitter [33].  

It was then implemented in a manufacturing facility 
having 50 live CCTV cameras. The system's configuration 
included a 9th Generation Intel Core i7 CPU, Nvidia RTX 
2080Ti GPU, and 16GB of RAM. The solution was tested for 
two weeks for measuring the mask and social distancing 

compliance across the facility among the workers. 'Dash' 
module of Python was used to create a dynamic web-based 
dashboard to visualize the results. 

V. CONCLUSION 
In our solution, we have developed a fully functional end 

to end system to monitor social distancing and mask 
compliance based on multiple CCTV cameras. We have used 
state of the art YOLOv3 models for accurate person and face 
mask detections while the DeepSORT algorithm enables 
tracking persons in live CCTV footage. Concepts of geometry 
and approximation were used to estimate the 3-D real-world 
distances among the objects in a frame. Python programming 
language and it's open-source libraries such as threading, 
queue, and OpenCV were used to scale up our end-to-end 
system, making it possible to process live footage from 50 
CCTV cameras simultaneously and generate insights in 
almost real-time successfully.  

VI. FUTURE WORK 
The base version of YOLOv3 trained on the COCO dataset 

is used for object detection and filtering the humans. YOLOv3 
is a compute-intensive architecture and is slower in 
comparison to Single Shot Detectors (SSD). But it can be re-
trained just to detect the 'person' class instead of detecting all 
the COCO classes, which would make it more efficient and 
accurate. Quantization of weights in both the YOLOv3 
models (person and mask detection models) can be done to 
further optimize the solution in terms of computing power 
required and the number of frames to be processed. Different 
quantization techniques such as weight quantization, integer 
quantization, full integer quantization, and float-16 
quantization can be implemented to reach a sweet spot 
between efficiency and accuracy.  
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Abstract—Enterprise  Telecom services is an immensely 
competitive market the world over, with tailor-made tariff plans 
complimented with rebates makes reaching targeted profits to 
be an astronomical challenge. Consumers are the lifeline that 
firms have a huge challenge in retaining today. Customer Churn 
the standard industry buzz word could turn out to be a 
nightmare for any established service provider, so whilst there 
is always a renewed focus in bringing new customers that call 
for intense investments and resources, maintaining existing ones 
is relatively inexpensive. 

The advancements in predictive modelling are one step in the 
right direction that alleviates churn for telecom service 
providers. We propose a progressive analytical approach to 
predict customer churn one month ahead and the churn pool 
derived by means of consumer segmentation to identify high 
valued among potential churn customers, aided by advanced 
analytics that takes into account the churn se verity level, churn 
priority, etc., to provide a persona-based treatment plan for 
consumer retention. This will  ultimately lead to increased 
revenue with an ever-growing customer base. 

Keywords—Random Forest (RF), Support Vector Machine 
(SVM), Extreme Gradient Boosting (XGB), Generalized Linear 
Model (GLM), Logistic Regression (LR), Neural Networks Multi-
Layer Perceptron (MLP), Feature Selection, Recursive Feature 
Elimination (RFE), Decision Tree (DT), Elbow Rule, Density-
based spatial clustering of applications with noise (DBSCAN),  
Mahalanobis distance, Average Silhouette width, K-Prototypes, 
ROC Curve, AUC, Accuracy, Specificity, Sensitivity, F1-Score, 
Lift and Gain charts. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Telecom domain has witnessed tremendous growth in 

recent years with regard to technology and customer base, 
coupled with strong competition among the network 
providers. Consumer retention and acquisition is a central 
pillar of any successful firm. In order to maintain a robust 
customer base, network providers are giving steep discounts  

              Fig. 1. Churn prediction and valued customer identification 
on tariffs which are leading to poor revenue growth. One of 
the major concerns for the network providers is customer 

churn. Prediction of customers who are at high risk of 
discontinuing the service with the provider is of paramount 
importance as remedies to acquire new customers are more 
expensive compared to withhold existing ones.  Churn 
prediction in advance will provide enough time for service 
providers to take corrective measures to retain the 
customer.  All customers who are at the risk of leaving the 
service provider may not be prime members. Service 
providers can save significant revenue by providing additional 
retention benefits to only high valued customers. Earlier 
studies[1-4] were focused on predicting customer churn to the 
best of our knowledge, none attempted to identify high valued 
customers among potential churn pool for the treatment 
process. In this study, we provide an analytical solution to 
predict customers who are likely to churn using machine 
learning classification techniques and high valued customers 
among likely churn customer pool using clustering techniques 
to take corrective measures for retention. 

Information related to customer demographics, network 
usage, billing details , and call details to customer care has 
been captured. Machine learning classification techniques 
Support Vector Machines[5] (SVM), Extreme Gradient 
Boosting[11] (XGB), Generalized Linear Model (GLM) 
Logistic Regression[5] (LR), Random Forest[7] (RF) and 
Neural Network Multi-Layer Perception[12] (MLP) has been 
built to predict customer churn. To form homogenous groups 
of risky customers who behave similarly, applied clustering 
technique K-prototypes[10] on historical churn customers. 
Cluster properties have been studied through rule-based 
technique Decision Tree[6] (DT) and labelled each cluster. A 
cluster with prime members was identified and built predictive 
model SVM[5] to predict the valued customer. Fig.1 
represents the overall flow diagram of analytical solution for 
churn prediction and valued customer identification. 

II. METHODOLOGY 

A. Data 

Churn dataset from publicly available source[14] is 
considered for analysis. A total of 100 features’ information 
related to demography, billing details, usage details ,and calls 
to customer care has been captured over a period of three 
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months. Churn is measured in the fifth month to provide one 
month ahead of predictions for business. A total of 0.1 million 
customer records, out of which nearly 0.05 million customers 
were churn. Churn records were oversampled in the actual 
data to prepare balanced data of churn and non-churn 
customers for predictive modelling. ‘Churn’ is the target 
variable that takes binary values ‘1’ (churn) and ‘0’ (non-
churn).  

Pre-Processing techniques like Redundancy analysis, 
Transformations to handle skewness, Binning of categorical 
levels, Missing value analysis and Data imputations are 
applied. Identification of outliers through univariate analysis 
may lead to incorrect results, so applied Density-based spatial 
clustering of applications with noise (DBSCAN) [6] and 
Mahalanobis distance[6] to identify outliers. DBSCAN[6] is 
one of the best algorithms to identify outliers in multivariate 
scenario. Missing values are imputed through Classification 
and Regression trees[6] (CART) technique by taking all other 
variables into consideration. 

B. Churn Prediction 
1) Sampling: Stratified random sampling[8] without 

replacement is used in the ratio of 70:30 to segregate data into 
‘Train’ and ‘Test’ respectively. Stratification is done based 
on variables ‘Churn’ and ‘Area’ to provide an equal 
representation of all categorical levels in model building . 

2) Key Feature Identificaiton: All variables might not be 
important to predict customer churn. Applied feature 
selection techniques Recursive feature Elimination[9] (RFE) 
with Random Forest[7] estimator on ‘Train’ data to identify 
important variables that are contributing to customer churn. 
Some of the top 20 key variables identified are Area, Marital 

Fig. 2. Performance metrics of customer churn prediction models 
status, Equipment days, Revenue, use of off-peak voice calls, 
total months in service, number of dropped calls, credit class 
code, and calls to customer care.  

3) Analytical Modelling:  Key variables identified 
through feature selection are used to build predictive model 
to predict customers likely to churn. Using machine learning 

techniques Support Vector Machines[5] (SVM), Extreme 
Gradient Boosting[11] (XGB), Generalized Linear Model 
(GLM), Logistic Regression[5] (LR), Random Forest[7] (RF) 
and Neural Network Multi-Layer Perceptron[12] (MLP) built 
predictive models to estimate the probability of customer 
churn. Compared the performance of models using ROC 
Curve[13], AUC[13], Accuracy, Specificity, Sensitivity, F1-
Score, Lift[13] and Gain charts. For each model respective 
hyper parameters are tuned to provide optimal performance. 
Extreme Gradient Boosting[11] (XGB) and Neural Network 
model Multi-Layer Perceptron[12] (MLP) provided best 
performance compared to other techniques. Accuracy and 
AUC[13] values for both XGB[11] and MLP[12] are more 
than 62% and 0.67 respectively. The accuracy of predictive 
models is not more than 63% because most of the variables 
exhibiting same pattern related to churn and non-churn in the 
data. 

4) Analytical Results: Performance of the predictive 
models has been evaluated on ‘Test’ data. XGB and MLP 
provided comparatively better results than other models. 
Fig.2 shows the performance metrics of customer churn 
models. 
Based on the predicted churn probability, customers are 
divided into four groups named as ‘No risk’, ‘Low risk’, 
‘Medium risk’ and ‘High risk’. 

C. Valued Customer Identificaiton 
1) Sampling: To study patterns among churn customers, 

considered data of churn records only in the historical data. 
Stratified random sampling[8] without replacement is applied  
on churn records in the ratio of 70:30 to divide data into ‘P-

Train’ and ‘P-Test’.  
Stratification is done based on the variable ‘area’ to provide 
an equal representation of all categorical levels in ‘P-Train’ 
data. 

2) Clustering: Clustering technique K-Prototypes[10] is 
applied to ‘P-Train’ to study patterns among churn 
customers. K-Prototypes[10] is one of the best algorithms to 
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identify homogeneous groups when both categorical and 
numerical variables are present. Based on Elbow rule 
technique and average Silhouette width[6], identified optimal 
number of clusters (K) as four. To study properties of formed 
clusters, applied ‘Decision Tree[6]’, a rule-based technique 
by considering cluster number as target variable. Study of 
cluster properties will help in identifying the valued 
customers’ group. Rules provided by ‘Decision Tree’ are 
extracted and labelled each cluster as P1, P2, P3 and P4 with 
the help of domain expert. P1 represents the priority cluster 
of most valued customers and P4 represents the least priority 
cluster. 

3) Key Feature Identification: All variables might not be 
important for building classifier to predict the priority (P1, 
P2, P3 & P4) of each potential churn customer. Applied 
feature selection technique Recursive Feature Elimination[9] 
(RFE) and identified top 15 features which are important for 
classifying customer priority. These features include revenue, 
network usage, calls to customer care, area, dropped calls, 
blocked calls, etc. 

4) Classifier Building: Built classifier using features 
selected through feature selection to categorize potential 
churn customer as P1, P2, P3 and P4. Where P1 represents 
the high valued customer and P4 represents least valued 
customer. SVM[5] and RF[7] are used to built classifiers. 
Model parameters are tuned to provide optimal performance. 
Performance of the classifiers has been evaluated on ‘P-Test’ 
data. SVM based classifier provided comparatively better 
classification results than RF based classifier. 

5) Analytical Results: Model performance has been 
evaluated using metrics like Sensitivity, Specificity, 
Accuracy and F1 Score. Support Vector Machine5 (SVM) 
based classifier provided accuracy of 94.2% compared to 
Random Forest[7] (RF) 92.8%. 

6) Treatment Plan Recommendation:  Service providers 
have to understand and measure customer portfolio of each 
of the clusters and then provide a profitable customer 
treatment package for each of the clusters separately. These 
plans would be based on understanding the reason for 
discontinuing the service in each of the segments. One of the 
plan suggested for prime members would be to deliver great 
customer service and generate loyalty programs based on 
their history with the firm. 

III. CONCLUSION 
In telecom industry the real business value lies in fostering 

stable relationships with customers and therefore it is 
necessary to predict the customers who are likely to churn and 

to identify the priority of each potential churn customer, we 
presented an analytical solution using advanced machine 
learning techniques. Identification of risk level (Normal, Low, 
Medium, and High) and the priority level (P1, P2, P3, and P4) 
of each potential churn customer will help network providers 
for persona-based intervention to retain customers. Providing 
specific benefits to certain groups as a retention measure 
through persona-based intervention will lead to healthy 
customer base and increase in revenue. In this study, we also 
compared the performance of various machine learning 
models using metrics like AUC[13], Accuracy, F1-Score, 
Lift[13] and Gain charts. Among all predictive models, 
XGB[11] and Neural Networks MLP[12] provided the best 
results to predict customer churn and SVM[5] based classifier 
performed well for predicting priority of customers. 
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